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Better Seed for Maine.

The first thing to be considered ίο a
study of the seed question is the définition of the term, good seed. The first
Attorneys at Law,
step to be taken in the effort to raise the
MAIN*.
".CTKEL.
standard of the seed we are planting is
Bl>iy C.Park
£. Herrlck.
the fixing in our minds of just what we
shoald expect from first quality seeds.
CARL S. BRIGGS,
Âs any shortcoming of any crop in the
Dentist,
«ay of disease, varietal mixture, vitality
or yield, impairs the value of that crop
MAINE.
Til PARIS,
for seed purposes, we may define good
r* : 9 a. v. to 5 P. M. E?enseed as, first, seed which will produce a
tmeot.
Special attention crop free from disease; second, see<i
r.o cb.ldren.
which will produce a crop true to type
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to

produce a high yield.

the plant, root, stem or
leaf, weakens the plant and reduces the
power of the plant to keep off, by its
strength and vigor, additional disease·*
which may be much more of a menace
to us and to the crop than the first dis
ease, in any cat>e reducing the vitality,
vigor and strength of the plant. Any
weakuess in the plant prevents the complete development of the hereditary tendencies which largely determine vigor
and vitality, upon which depends the
power to produce a large yield for year
after year. We have never given the
disease question the attention it de-

Any disease

of

serves.

All live stock breeders are agreed that
pure bred cattle give Ijetter aDC* more
uniform results in the way of type, size
and yield than scrubs or grades. Pedigreed seed in comparison with ordinary
seed may be likened to a comparison of
-nlsh DOCKS and WINDOWS of any the results to be obtained from pure^'.y!e at reasonable price·.
bred cattle and from scrubs.
The high yielding ability of any seed
depends upon the freedom of the plant
r so
from disease, vitality, and germinating
want of any kind of Finish (or I nil·te ui power of the seed, as well as hereditary
Luro
Pine
orders.
In
tend
e work,
your
characteristics of yield of the variety
au i Shingles on hand Cheap for Cash.
Good seed also depends to quite an
extent upon the proper preparation, ferand Job Work. tilization and cultivation of the land,
aning,
and with s >me crops or varieties, upon
Matched Pine Sheathing for Sale.
the season. Location, climate and soil
of the section where the seed was grown
E. W.
has bearing upon the time of maturity
Maine.
Vest Sumner,
and the yield of most crops.
Briefiv, good seed is seed selected
from a crop well cared for, mature, free
A. O.
fri m disease, true to type, and growu in
15 vears expert Watch- a locality similar in soil and climatic
maker with Bigelow. conditions to that where the seed is to
Kennard it Co., Boston. be planted.—C R L»land.
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Stable Manure Not Appreciated.
In this day and generation of the exAll Work
tensive use of commercial fertilizes we
Guaranteed.
are apt to undervalue the good, old, manorial product of farm animals. I have
A little out of the way been a great advocate of the value and
walk.
but it pays to
«-tficiency of chemical fertilizers, under
certain conditions, but so much waste
Gtn«, WATCHES. CLOCKS j often accompanies their use that I wonder if we have not overestimated their
AND JEWELRY.
value to the average farmer. For exWltft Hobbe' Variety Store, Norway, Me.
ample, we know to-day that chemical
fertilizers, as now compounded, are of
very little value, if not a positive Injury
on soils where lime is decidedly lacking.
Then, again, we know that the frequent
use of chemicals on hoed crops, on many
Jeweler and Graduate Optioian.
soils, especially where no effort is made
to build up the soil humus, may resul'
cam a steady decline in the productive
pacity of the soil.
Farmers, in general, do not appreciate
the fact that fertilizers do not, and can·
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La Grippe

THE DEADLY WEAKENER.
La Grippe in itself is seldom fatal.
But the weakness, lassitude and loss of
appetite induced by it leaves the system
easy prey to the ravages of other ills.
<4L.

P." At wood's Medicine is

lfailing remedy

after-effects.

It

for these
tones up

the

entire

appetite and

system, builds up the
stores strength.

an

dangerous
re-
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witbuut humus making material being
«tided to the soil with them. a» they du
wbere sucb materia! in liberally supTbe continuous building up of
plied
the humu* content of tbe soil is of first
importance, and tbe use of commercial
fertilizers must always stand subordiThis brings us to tbe great
nate tu it.
reason why s'able manure ia so valuable
Tbe actual plant food it suppliée dues
but rather
not make up Its cbief value,
build
its great value lies in its power to
up the humus content of tbe soil. Ouly
as we keep this built up can the nitrogen
and tbe mineral element in tbe soil be
made available as fast as needed by uur
crops.
The humus which the maDure provides also adds much to tbe warmtb aud
the water-holding capacity of tbe suil.
So we are safe in asserting that what 1
shall term tbe iodirect value of the ma
nure is greater than its direc\ or its
plaot food value. If we continue to
in
crup uur «oils without adding bumus
the form of stable manure, or vegetable
matter, pluwed under, tbe soil soon
loses much of its bacterial life, so necesaud
sary in making plant food available;
the soil is likewise rubbed of certain
chemical solvents which tbe manure de

velope.

CASH VA LU Κ OF MANUBE.
Ilnw much stable manure ie really
wurth, by the cord or tun, no one can
etory:
It is worth what
answer fur anuther.
Carmel, Maine:
the increased crop producing power of
"I was very poorly after an attack the soil, covering several years, shows it
of La Grippe. A friend recommended to be worth to each iudividual farmer.
"L. P." Atwood's Medicine and I got This will vary witb the kind of crops
a bottle.
It has done me lots of good. gr >wu and tbe capacity of the farmer to
tarn bis erupt into goud cash protits. In
1 shall always keep it on hand."
the best feeders have tbe best
(Signed) Mrs. M. L. Croxford. general,
The keepers uf the best class
manure.
whu make the most profit
Ward off La Grippe with "L. F." of stuck, thune
usually have tbe
from their stock,
best manure, aud tbe least expensive
big 35 Cent Bottle at Dealers.
Manure is an expensive prodmanure.
FBEE Trial Sample by Mail.
uct to handle, f^r at beet two-thirds to
three quarters of it is water—so the
"L F." MEDICINE CO., Portland, Me. less labor iuvolved m handling it tbe
better.—C. 8. I'helps in Ν. E. Home-

'Mrs. Croiford 'a letter tells the whole
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The Farmer's hardships.

Id that moat excellent book "Ad

Old

W. R. Lighton, write· hi· boy, who
is away at the agricultural college, about
a lot of thiog· coDDeoted with a farmer's
life. The old farmer ia tryiog to get
David to take oo the right view of auch
a life.
He sees so many men who carry
with them all their lives a low, distorted
view of what their life really means to
themselves, their family, their brother
farmers, and the world at large, that he
wants to get David to look at the matter
in the right light at the start. Among
maoy other things he talks to bis son
about what are called the "hardships"
of a farmer's life. Here ia what he
said. Note the tine spirit in wbicb it is

Buckfield Village.
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and
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price.

piapricec

W. J. Wheeer,
Billing»» Block, South

The Detective of the
Woods

"It has always been the fashion to
"peak of the life of a farmer as a hard
life. That's as you make it. Hardship
isn't a state of facts; it's a stataof miud.
The man who takes joy in his work,
who finds cooteotment in it, makes no
The
complaint about its hardship.
man, of all men I've known, who suffered most of hardship, «ras a fellow who
had nothing in the world to do but to
contrive ways of spending the iucume
from a huge fortune left him by bis
At thirty
father. He coaldn't do it.
the effort bad made him worn and
world-weary ; before he was thirty-five
he'd tasted and tried every sensation
within bis reach excepting death; so in
desperation he shot himself. His was
what I'd call a life of real hardships.
Distinctly a state of mind, you'll ootice.
He had that abundance which I, and
others like me, are so thankful for wbeu
we earn it, but he found it too much for
him. Λ man ia master of the abundance
he really earns. It's his. If be hasn't
mastered it that way it's likely to master him. That can't content him—and
when cootentmeut is left out any life becomes

a

hardship.
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CHAPTER XIV.
Men of the Mountain·.

away, aik

the afternoon passed
It became late we entered
great tracts of gloomy pine
woods. A wind which had riser
as

with the evening moaned through
their tops and flung the dark watert
of innumerable little lakes against
their moss bordered shores.
I noticed that Puttick unslnng hli

grain.

If the corn field is near enough, the
rooster may see fit to invite his flock out
there to pick up the corn off the few
ears which were knocked off the stalks
at the silo filling time.
The ben house should not be cleaned
out nor whitewashed, since both these
operatioos will greatly reduce the number of lice and mites which have beeu
hatched during the bot summer, tie
straw in the
sure aud don't tear out the
nests, since they will be full of vermin.
The less light a hen house has, the
certain one may be that the hens
more
will not lay. To allow a crack or two
around the sides of the building is another precaution which the farmer, who
does not want high priced eggs, should
observe. Drafts, when accompanied by
cold, damp floors make ideal conditions
for taking away any disposition which
might have for
anv conscientious hen
laying sixtyceut eggs. There is a difference between drafts and fresh air.
Some hen houses are left open on one
side, but they are built as tight as a
glass bottle on all the other sides and
the wind can't blow into them any more
than a boy can blow into the ueck of a
bottle.
Men who do not like eggs have been,
tryiug for years to get hens to lay Johnny cakes by just feeding cornmea), but
it. Similar at·
so far no hen has done
tempts have been made to obtain backwheat cakes but without success.
Do not bave any dust in the hen
nouses because hens prefer hot water
and Sapoiio for their Saturday night
bath.
Oyster shells should not be provided
because the hens might use them for
canning their hen fruit.
Do not have any straw or lifer on the
floor because the hens might scratch it
aud
over instead of sitting on the roost

nil round the house. It takes a track
I guess it's pretty near
wonderful.
Impossible to come nigh the houso
without leaving a clear trail. But the
first rainy night, I mean when there's
rain enough to wash out tracks."
"They'll come?"

"Yes, they'll likely come."
Rut as It happened Joe was wrong.
I believe that his reasoning was correct enough, and that it was the fear
of leaving such marks as would enable
us to gather something of their identity that kept the enemy from pinning
upou our door the letter which finally
arrived prosaically enough in a cheap
store envelope that bore the Prlamville postmark. The contents of this
letter were as follows:
Petersham, you go alone to Butler's
Take the
cairn 11 o'clock Friday night.
dollars along: youl be met their and can
haml It over.

rifle and laid it among the packs upor
the buckboard beside him, and whenever the road dipped to a more than
usually somber defile his eyes, quick
and restless as those of some fores!
animal, darted and peered Into the

Below was a rude drawing of a coffin.
Petersham read the note out to Joe
>ind myself.
"Where's Butler's cairn?" he asked.
"I know it." said November. "Butler's cairn la on a hill about two mITee

"There, I think, ia the honest philosophy of it. I might say a lot more
about it, but to pile np words would shadows. The light of the sun was
only befog my point. You'll under- fading when there occurred the one Instand what I'm driving at. The Bum of cident of our Journey. It was not of
ic is that farming is a great life fur a
real importance, but I think It made
that way, it
man because, if he is built
The road
an impression on all of us.
let* him read bis title clear to a supreme
came
It's hard work—yes; but along which we were driving
Content.
there's a great difference between hard suddenly oat Into an open space, and
work and hardship."
here In front of a shack of the roughest description a man was engaged lo
To Keep Heos from Laying.
cutting logs. As we passed he glanced
To keep hens from laying in winter
up at us, and his face was like that of
the farmer should start early in the some tnedlevul
prisoner—a tangle of
fall. Threshing time is a good time to
mass of grayish hair
a
wild
beard,
a
of
will
ne
lot
begin because there
and among It all a pair of eyes which
empty oat hulls where the tbreshiûg ma
chine storid and they will make a good seemed to glare forth hatred. There
excuse for not feeding the hens for a was
something ominous about the
week or two. By the time the hens wolfish face.
have scratched over the bulla and found
It was already dark when we arrlvthe few grams that were ieft, the farmer
will have had time to just naturally forget to feed them and of course that saves

mail these criminals are demanding of Petersham.
But Joe interposed. "You mean he
him."
kep' to the stones in the bed o' the
"Maybe there's a reason for that"
brook nil the time?"
"I can't think of any."
"That's It. And, anyway, if I'd got
"What about the sand?"
fooling lookln' for his tracks I'd 'a' got
"The sand?" I repeated.
I got a bullet in me same as Bill Worke,"
"Yes, haven't you noticed?
"They're all
Mr. Petersham to have two loads of ended the little man.
sand brought up from the lake and laid watching for us."

ι

I

"Which way did he go when he left

yon?"

"West: right along the bank."
"All right" eald I. "By the way,
"You followed hie trail after the
Joe, there's a side to the situation 1
We've been here half hour wan over?'
don't understand.
Puttlck opened hie eyes. "He didn't
four days, and nothing has happened.
I mean Mr. Petersham has had no leave none."
"Left no trail! How's that?" cried
word of where to put the $5.000 black-

J
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Copyright, 1913.

Β till, we'd beet keep it to oureelvea.
Mr. Quaritch."

j

said:

~~

CHAPTER XV.

The Man In the Black Hat

WE

were

silent for

a

moment
turned to

Then Petersham
Puttlck.
"What do you think of It
You have some experience of
Ben?
these squatters up here. Do you think
they mean business?"
"There ain't much fooling about

these mountain men," Puttlck answered bitterly. "And now I says this to
you. Mr. Petersham, and I can't never
say nothing stronger. If you're minded to stay on here nt this place, you
must pay if you don't want Misa Petersham hurt or killed."

"My daughter?"

What else
"That's how I read it
could he mean? lie said you'd be sorry all your life."
"Good heavens! Even the most hardened ruffians would not hurt a woman.
PeterYou don't think it possible?"
sham turned to me.
"I think that Linda runs a very great
risk by staying."
"Then she shall go."
But when Linda was called and the

west of here."
facts made clear to her she absolutely
ι
"I suppose you won't go?" said Ι.
refused to leave Kulmacks.
"With the money? Certainly notl"
(
"You will force me to pay the mon"You can hardly go without it"
ey, then," said I'etersham, "though I
not?"
"Why
am well aware that this demand will
"You would be shot down."
only be the Urst of many. Whenever
"I'd talk to the ruffians flret and then
these blackmailers want 11,000, aye,
If there was any shooting, I guees Pd
or $10.000. they know they will only
be as much in It as they would."
have to ask me to supply them. But
"I suggest that we all three go," I
I can't risk you—I'll pay."
said.
Joe turned to Petersham. "If you
none
of
this1
would
have
Joe
But
climb down now I'll be right sorry I
·
plan.
ever come with you. I don't hold with
"There's nothing to be gained by
a bluff."
You bet these backing down tinder
that, Mr. Quaritch.
:
I, who knew Joe, was surprised to
fellas'll keep a pretty bright lookout
so definite an opinion
If they saw three of us coming they'd hear him offer
in such strong terms, but Linda clapshoot as like as not
"I was thinking 1 might slip right ped her hands.
"It's all nonsense, Isn't it? Why, If
along to Butler's cairn and maybe get
any one attempted to hurt me Joe
a look at the fellaa."
"No!" said Petersham decidedly. "I ; would make him regret it, wouldn't
won't allow it You say yourself you you, Joe?" She Hashed him a glance

pd at the house, a long, low building of
surprising spaciousness, set literally
Among the pines, the fragrant branches of which tapped and rustled upon
the windows.
We went In, and while dinner was
preparing Mr. Petersham, Joe and I
went to the room where the wounded
game warden. Worke. lay upon a bed
smoking a pipe with a candle eputter-

of her glorious eyes.
would be shot"
I
"I'd sure try to hard enough," re"I said we would get shot not me ]
alone. Three men can't go quiet where plied November. "And now, Mr. (Juarltch, I'll ask Ben here to show me
one can."
1
he
And so Anally It was arranged, Just where the fella stood when
beside
him.
chair
a
on
lng
'
held him up this morning."
a good deal of arnot
without
though
an
"Tee, Mr. Petersham,'r said he ln
So Joe wt.it down to the brook, and
"When you wenl gument with Petersham.
rwer to a question.
be"That's a fine fellow," remarked Pe- I went with him. We were soon
away last fall 1 did think things wag
side the canoe which Puttlck had been
settling down a bit, but a week age tersham.
mending.
I nodded.
while Puttick was on the eastern
"Here's where I was, and there's
"The kind of fellow who fought with
boundary 1 thought I'd go up to Senlli
own
where he stood," said Puttlck, pointing
at
their
the
had
the
and
bettered
Iroquois
last
where
Keoghan
lake,
year
small moss of rock close by. •"And
brook netted. I was making a fire tc
game. I wonder what he will see at to a
the place I set down my watch."
there's
wus
fired
cairn?"
a
shot
when
Butler's
boll my kettle
November glanced over the details
It was past midnight when Joe apfrom the rocks up above, and the next
and then followed the bank of the
Petersham and I both
I knew was that 1 was hit pretty buu peared again.
brook for some distance. Presently he
asked for his news.
through this kuee.
"It was coming on dark, and I rolled
November shook his head. "I've returned.
"Did you strike his trail ?' asked PutInto a bush for cover, but whoever 11
uothlng to tell; nothing at all. 1 didn't
I don'l see no one."
tlck.
were didn't Are at aie nxaln.
"No, the stones lead right away to
think he wanted to kill uie. If he had
"Where were you?"
J
„#
ΛθΙ« I»the lake, and like as not he came In
he could have put the bullet Into mj
a canoe."
heart Just as easy as In my leg. I tied
self. There's good corners to It."
"Like as nc*," agreed Puttlck and
"You could see well round, then, and
up the wound the best way I could.
canoe which
If any one had come you would not resumed his work on the
had been so rudely Interrupted earlier
have failed to observe them."
"Couldn't be too sure. There was in the day.
We found Linda In the living room
some dark times when the moon was
They might 'a' arranging some fishing tackle. She at
shut in by clouds.
once appealed to Joe.
come them times, though I don't thluk
"Oh. Joe, I want to try some of
they did. But I'll know for certain
thoee English lures Mr. Quaritch gave
Boon unless It comes on heavy rain.
to
There's a fine little lake they ca"s me. I'm going to fish, an« I want
Butier's pond up there. You take your use this two Jointed pole. Will you
flshpole, Mr. Quarltch, and we'll go fix It for me?"
"I'd like you to make me a promover at sunrise and you try for some
of them trout, while I take a scout ise, Miss Linda."
"What Is it?"
round for tracks."
meditating.
"Not to go out at all today."
we did, but search as Joe would
This
Do not keep clean water before the
"You don't think I'm in danger?"
he failed to discover any sign at all.
bens because they will get their feet in
Miss
in
"You're
great danger,
He told me this when he joined me at
it.
Linda."
breakfast time.
If a hen still persists in laying, eat her
"Then you must go out with me,
After I had caught a nice striug of
up.—by Dub in Hoard's Dairyman.
will not
trout we walked back to Kalmucks, Joe. If you are with me they

Corn Lessons to Remember.
Last year an attempt was made

small scale to ascertain how closely corn
should be planted in drills to obtain the
Great accumaximum yield of grain.
racy was observed in planting, a 50-foot
tape line being used to secure correct
measurement. In the first row the kernels were placed exactly two inches
apart. This was slow planting! In the
second row 3 inches apart, in the third
row four iuches apart, in thf fourth row
row β
5 inches apart, iu the fifth
inches apart.
Scrupulous care was
used to fertilize, cultivate, hoe and weed
each row alike.
When reduced to an acre basis the rate
of yield per row (harvest measure) was
by weight as follows: First row 00 1 2
bushels, second row 00 2-7 bushels, third
fourth row 115 2-7
row 89 1-4 bushels,
bushels, fifth row 101 1 2 bushels of
shelled corn.
Evidently, the experiment should have been carried on until
to
the yield began
decrease; unfortunauly this was uot done.
This little experiment was*]uite satisfactory and the results much as expected. The following one, however, was
somewhat disappointing: Two rows of
corn were selected in midfield, each 150
feet long, and contained by a strange coincidence exactly the same number if
•talks. One of these rows had the suckThe
ers removed at two separate times.
other row was untouched aud allowed to
exercise its own sweet will. It willed to
have a multitude of suckers. Result:
The unsuckered row yielded the most
by 10 pounds of ears. The ears, how-

robbed It of that acrimony with which
the modern rifle speaks, and It struck
a dull, eren drowsy note upon the air

of that
spring.

languid

afternoon

of

late

"What can that be?" cried Linda.
As if in answer came the sullen faroff sound three times repeated, and
then, after an interval, a fourth.
"Shooting!" cried Linda again, very
white, her blue eyes wide with terror.
"And it's from the direction of Senlla

lake!"
"Ben! Ben Puttick!" roared Petersham.
But loud as was his voice, Linda's
call rose higher.
"Here I am!" We heard Puttick's
voice from inside the house, and he
ran out a minute later.
"We heard five shots from Benlis:
1
lake," I said. "We must start at once.
1
will
Mr.
Petersham
I.
and
stay
you
with Miss Linda."
Puttick looked me in the eyes.
"Are you tired of your life?" he asked grimly.
"We have no time to think of that

Get ready !"

"There was Ave shots." Puttick sa'd
deliberately. "I heard 'em myself.
That means Joe's dead, if it was him !
they shot at If we go we'll soon be
dead too."
"Oh, you coward!" cried Linda.
Puttick turned a dull red. "I'm no j
coward, Miss Linda, but I'm no fool, j
I'm a woodsman. I know."
"There Is a good deal of eense in.
"I think
what Ben says," I put in.
(
lie :
his best place Is here with you.
shall stay to help you in case of need.
I'll go and find Joe. After all, it's as,

likely
haps

as not

some

that he was firiug or perelse was firing at a

one

bear."
I hastened forward at the best
pace I could attain until from a rising knoll I caught a glimpse of Senlis
lake. The forest path here rose and
fell in a scries of short steep inclines.
I labored up these little hills and ran
down the slopes. Suddenly I came to

turn and was about to rush down a,
sharp dip when a voice, seemingly ut
my side, said:
"That you, Mr. Quarttch?"
"Joe! Where are you?"
"Here!"
I followed the voice and, parting
some branches, saw Joe lying on the;

a

circling round the house before we entered It The sand lay undisturbed by
any strange footstep, but when we got

In we found Mr. Petersham In η state
of the greatest excitement.
"One of the blackmailers has had a
long talk with l'uttick." he told us.

"What?"
"Incredible as It sounds, it is so."
"But when was this?"
"Early this morning, some time aftThis Is bow
er you and Joe started.
It happened. Puttlck had Just got up
and gone down with a tin of rosin and
some spare canvas and tin to mend

dare"—

"Look here, Miss Linda, if you'll stay
in the house Just over today I wouldn't
wonder but it might be quite safe for
and ever
you to go out tomorrow
after."
"Joe, you mean you have dlscover—

ed"-

"No; I uin't discovered nothing, but
if you stay in the way I ask maybe I
shall." Joe took up his hat
"Where are you going. November?"
1 asked.
"Over to Senile lake, Mr. Quaritch.
Will you see Ben Pnttick and tell him
I won't be back till lateish and will he

that canoe we ripped on the rock yesterday. In fact he had only just be- cook the potatoes and the cornflour
I don't get back to time? Miss
gun working when he was startled by cakes if
one,
a voice ordering him to hold up his Linda, will you please tell every
hands."

•'By Jove, what next?"
"Why, he held them up.

Medieval Prisoner.

Lucky the bullet hadn't touched an:
Next morning I crawlet 1
til I
up the hill and lit signal smokes
He brought me li
Put tick came.

big artery.

here."
"I suppose Puttlck had a look roun< I
for the tracks of the fella who gunne< I
you?" asked November.
"He did. but he didn't find out notb
There was a light shower be
lng.
I
tween dark and dawn, and the groan*
on the hill above there is mostly rock.
8uch, then, was the story of ou r
coming to Ka^nacks, and for the nez t
two or three days we spent our tim a
fishing in tbe streams, the only mov 9
in the direction of the main object ο f
Lind ι
our visit being that Joe. whom
insisted upon accompanying, walke ]
at
over to Seuils lake and had a look
the scene of Worke'e accident Th β
old tracks, of course, were long sine e
washed away, and I thought, with tb e
others, that Joe's visit had been frul
f
less until he showed me the shell c
■

an

exploded cartridge.

"The bullet which went through B1 I
Worke'e leg came out of that I foun J
It on the hill above. It's a 45.75 cei ι·
tral fire rifle, an old *76 model."
"This is a great discovery you an 1
Miss Petersham have made."
"There's nothing moc h
Joe smiled.
She lost her brooc li
to It anyway.
somewhere by the lake and was lookli )'
for It when I found this." Joe ind I-

cated the exploded shell.

"The

morn

tains is full of 45.75 guns, 1876 pa
Some years back a big lrox
tern.
t
mongery store down here went boi
and threw a fine stock of them calltw r
rifles on the market À few dollai 8
would buy one, so there's one in pre

[.

j
ty nigh every house and two an
three in some. Howsoever, It may t e
useful to know that him that shot Bi U
Jftrfet arte* UiAt Haft f » di

j,|

He had no
choice. Ând then a mini stepped out
from behind the big rock thut's Just
above where the canoe lies."
"I hope Puttlck recognized hlin."
"No. The fellow hud a red handkerchief tied over his nose and mouth
Only his eyes showed under the brim
of a felt hat that was pulled low down
He carried a rifle, that h'.·
over them.
kept full on Puttlck's chest while they
talked. But I'll call Puttlck. Πβ can
finish the account of the affair himself.

That's best"

Puttlck answered to the call, aud
after running over the story, which
was exactly similar to that we hud
Just heard jfrom Petersham, be con-

tinued:

"The tough had a red hanker tied
his ugly face, nothing but his eyes
showing. He bad me covered with his
gun to rights all the time."
"What kind of a gun waa It?"
"I didn't see; leastways I didn't noover

tlce."
"Well, had he anything to say?"

"He kep' me that way a minute before he started speaking. 'You tell Petersham,' says he, 'It's up to him to
unless he
pay right away. Tell him
and
goes at once to Butler's cairn
takes the goods and leaves tbem there
on the big fiat stone by the rock he'll
hear from us afore evening, and he'll
hear In a way that'll make blm sorry
all hie life. And as for you, Ben Puttick, you take a hint and advise old
and he
man Petersham to buy us off.
can't be too quick about doing it either.
If he tries to escape we'll get him on
After
road down to Priam ville.'

the

he'd done talking he made mo put mj
watch on the canoe—that I'd turned
bottom up to get at that rent—and
warned me not to move for half an
I
hoar. When the half hour was πρ
come

right

"Tall

father, that you have a
mighty paI'tfill head and that's why
you're staying in?"
"Yes, Joe," said Linda.
After Joe's departure I took a book
and sat with It In the veranda, where
I was Joined in due course by Linda

even

or

away and tell you."
short was her

"Medium-like."

your

ind Mr. Petersham.
"It's cool here, the only cool spot in
the place toduy," remarked Petersham.
"Yes. and don't the spruces smell
sweet?" said Lluda. "Joe cut them to
give me shade."
She pointed to a row of tall saplings
propped against the rail of the veranda so as to form a close screen.
"Joe always thinks of things for people," she added.
Petersham glanced from me to Linda. "If your headache Is bad you had
better He down in the house," he said.
"It is ever so much better, but 1*11
fetch some smelling salts."
I was about to offer to bring them
for her when 1 caught her father's
eye behind her back and remained
where I was. As soon as she had gone
In Petersham stepped up to me and

Mountain· You May Not Know.
I had Imagined that the Rockies were
the whole show. I had not the faint
îst recollection of the Cordllleran eye
:em (of which the Rockies and ail
these other ranees nre but a part),
while, as for the Sierra Nevadas. I remembered them only when 1 came tu
them, and then much us on# will recall
l slight acquaintance who has been in

|ail for many years.
Are you shocked by my ignorance—or
my confession of it? Then let me ask

pou if you know that the Uinta mountain range hi Utah Is the only range
In the entire country that runs east
ind west? And have you ever heard
Dt the Pequop mountains, or the Cedtr
mountains, or the Santa Rosus. or the
Egans, or the llumboldts. or the Wash-

aes, or the Gosiutes. or the Toyabes. or
Lhe Toquimas. or the Hot Creek mountains? And did you know that in California. as well as in New Hampshire,
there are White mountains? And what
3ό you know of the Wasatch and
Oquirrh ranges'/—Julian Street in Collier's Weekly.

Hungary's Wonderful

Salt Minos.
The great rock salt mines of Hungary are among the wonders of the
world for the illimitable deposit of
practically pure salt enables the workmen to cut it out in heavy blocks, much
aa marble is quarried, after which it
Is loaded oti trucks and sent to the
mills for grinding. Rock salt, it may
be said, constitutes the world's principal supply of refined salt, and the
Hungarian mines furnish a considerable

of this commercial neUnderground passages of con-

portion

cessity.

siderable width, resembling streets,
have been cut at regular interval*. and
the whole is well lighted. In one of
the mines near the Roumanian boundary α large chamber, with beuchee
and seats, has been cut, whero occasional gatherings are held, and perhaps in honor of this fact it ie known
the "ballroom." Here the colorings
beautiful, the wulls of the cavern
or hull partaking of the many shades
»f rare marble and color grained onyx.
as

are

Chrysanthemum· of Japan.
the chrysanthemum

has
reached Its highest form of development in Japan, and is still reverenced
ns the Imperial emblem. It was taken
to Japan from China, where it has
been brought to it* highest state of

Although

cultivation. At the imperial chrysanthemum party given by his majesty
the emperor of Japan In November ev-

ery year one sees the most marvelous
blossoms known to the tioriculturist
The number of blossoms from one root
Is amazing. In one case no less than
700 tlowers were seen growing from

plant. The festival of the chrysanthemum dates back to the Helan era.
when the great ones of the empire used
to cull at tiie imperial palace and drink
to the health of the imperial house
from sake cups in which floated petuia
of the beautiful tlowers.
one

High Finance In China.
it is an established custom tn Chin?1
that η new company must pay dlvi
lends to Its shareholders from the first
forms
years of its existence, and this
Invariably ιι clause of the articles of
association. Some concerns which fail

u
realize a profit have to contract
dlvl
high interest loan In order to pay
demis In full. It Ls this practice thai
loan
compels companies to contract
after loan until they nre plunge<l into
Furthermore, when
a
helpless state
It ls
y new company Is established
from the start tied down to u system
In e\ery pur
of commission paying
chase as well as In every sale of the
with It

to

...

on a

Paying for Condemned Stock.
It is a significant statement in tbe recent repurt of Maine's live stock sani
Dr. July says:
tary commissioner.
"Maiue pays mure for condemned cattle
in
union.
Pussibly
than any state in the
this is the reason we are freer from tuberKnown as the late Kimball Prince culosis than auy sister state." It ceris part of the reason. Given half
Homestead. Contains 18 acres in atainly
chance farmers meet any methods of
Tbis has
tillage and pasture, large house and improvement witb open arms.
been pruved repeatedly. Yet Governur
and
Price
Fine location.
btable.
Walsh of Massachusetts allows tbe imto go oui that live stuck may be
For particu- pression
terms very reasonable.
killed by tbe state authorities without a
What a fine object
lars inquire of Geo H. Hersey, own- cent remuneration.
lesson of tbe right and the wrong way
Property to do a thing! Maine farmers will do
er, St. Albans, Vermont.
everything to help; Massachusetts farm- ever, though more numerous were not
will be shown by Fred A.
We trust Governor Walsh
ers will tight.
the other
as mature nor as large as on
doe· not seriouslv consider the implied row.
Buckfield, Maine.
coarse.—Ν Ε. Homestead.
We should profit by the mistakes of
others. Take this example: Last year,
horse· vs. Potatoes.
to raise a prize corn crop, the writer apThe late report of Maine's live stock plied chemical fertilizer at the rate of
sanitary commissioner, Dr. Joly, shows one ton to the acre. Even this amount
that the Pine Tree state imported 7531 on poor upland might have worked well,
burses last year, valued at $1,500,000. but as used on rich, low land the nitroThat farmers got must of them is pretty gen of both soil and fertilizer proved encertain. It is rather expensive luxury— tirely too much. The stalks grew like
luxury because Maine is well able to Jonah's gourd, the ear· set high were
raise its own, thus avoiding unnecessary not as abundant nor as early and tbe
expense. It would be interesting if Dr. grain yield was much reduced. How
t
Joly could tell us if tbe number of good a thing is a little applied common
Maine bred horses is not increasing quite sense!—L. W. I'eet, Vermont, In Ν. E.
rapidly. The Homestead is under tbe Homestead.
Second hand Pianos and Organ! impression such is theoase. Maine bred
horses are better property than potatoes
Make Purchases Early.
Two squart these
for sale at a bargain.
days. Are they not likely to be for
what the decision of the
matter
No
E.
Homestead.
A years to come?—Ν.
pianos I will sell at low price.
February ground hog, the days are
wil
I
and tbe forehanded farmer
lot of second hand organs that
The bens must bave an abondance of lengthening,
la already making plana for spring acdenever
be
and
ant
in
wholesome
food,
Come
sel] at any old
good,
tivities. Kight here comes in the merit
prived of their fail share. There should of promptly plaoing your orders for
see them.
of
a
of
abundance
variety
feed,
an
be
for seeds, for farm mahut the fuwls should be cumpelled to poultry supplies,
New Pianos, Stools, Scarfs work for it. Exercise is of prime im- chinery, and a hundred other .things
before one realizes
needful to a which will be needed
portance, and is just as
Instruction Books, Player
accounts It will be worth while
con- On many
the
food
as
is
they
! good egg-yield
to make spring purchase· unusually earnos always in stock at
sume.
ly this year.
that are right.
Tim says that living on tbe fat of the
It la hard work to aee much differSend for catalog.
land does not necessarily mean subsistence between a scrub and apnre-bred, so
ing entirely upon pork.
far as the quantity of feed la concerned.
Save all tbe liquids by absorbents in When It oomes to measuring up tbe out·
the gutters, or drain them to a tight oie· : put, who wouldn't know, which aide of
I the fenoe to get off?
Paris. tern la the yard.

For Sale

November
Joe
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Joe

Leaned Against the Maple Tree
and Looked Down on Him.

Ilia face was gray under Its
tau, and a h m ear of blood bad dried
upou hi» forehead a ad cheek.
"You're wounded!" I cried.
"Ills second passed through the top

ground.

of my shoulder."
"His? Whose?"
"Him that shot at me."
"Did you shoot back?"

"He liée about ten paces west o' that

small maple."

"You saw him?"
♦Hardly. He had α black bat. I
saw It move after he flred his fourth,
If you'll give me
and I shot back.
your arm. Mr. (juarltch, we'll go up
and take u look at him."
With difficulty and with many pauses
we reached the top of the little ridge.
The dead man lay as Joe had said
quite near the small maple. The bullet
bad entered his throat He was a long
haired, black bearded man of medium

size.
Joe leaned against the maple tree and
looked down at him.
"I seem to know the fellow's face." I

said.
"Yes; you seen him the day
cutting wood by the shack."

we come,

"Now, Joe, lean on me, and we'll try
to make for home," for I saw ho was

very weak.
"Must Just look around, Mr. Quaritch. See here! He was smoking his
pipe. Look at the ashes—a regular
handful of them. He must 'a' lain for
me all of a hour before I come along.
Wonder who
Here's his rifle—a 30-30.

he is ?" Joe lay back, panting.
"You're not able to walk." said I>
*I'll go back to Kahnacke and get a
rig to bring you home."
"No, Mr. Quaritch. It would never
be right to do that. It would
other fellas warning."

give the

"The others?"

"This dead fella's partners."
"You know he has some, then?"
"One anyway. But let's be moving.
Cut me a pole so as I can use it as a
crutch."
I did as he asked, and we commenced
our lông and, for bim, painful walk

back.

[TO

BE

which U therefore counted Into everj
occas.inlni:
payment and receipt thus
the need of un uiineees· arllv litr«e
Aruonnnt
Hiuonnt of capital
Difficult Trading.
The trade betweeo India and Tibet
bus to t>e curried through lofty pass
feet high
es between H.INIO and l**.OiKJ
most of which are practieully Itnpass.i
hie during -casons of Heavy rain and
snow.
Sheep and also crosses between
used as
yaks uud ordinary cuttle s:re
licasts of burden. The most important
route into ribet from India Is from
SlIlgurL nyar riarjeellng in northern
und across the small frontier

Bengal,

state of Sikklm to Gyautse and Yatuug
In Tibet, the two leading trade marts
authorized by the existing convention
The other chief means of access to
Tibet are from Almora, In the northprovinces, and
ern part of the
from Simla over toe Simla-Tibet road
to Gartok in western Tibet, which Is
at about 14.200 feet elevation ubove the

i^Mted

sea.

Credit

A Camel'· Stomach.

The etoreach of a camel is divided
Into four compartments, and tbe walls
of these are lined with large cells,

every one of which cas be opeued and
closed at will by the means of powerful musclée, explains a writer to tbe
Presbyterian. When s camel drinks
Indeed, it
it drinks a great deal.
drinks for such a long time you really
would think it never meant to leave off.
The fact is that it is not satisfying
Its thirst, but l& filling up Its cistern
(Xne after another the cells
as welL
In its stomach are filled with tbe water, and as soon as each is quite full
It Is tightly closed. Then, when a few
hours later tbe animal becomes thirsty,
all that it has to do Is to ojwn one
of the cells and allow the water to fiow
Next day It opens one or two
cells, and so it goes on day after
day until tbe whole supply is exhausted.
Id this curious way s camel can
live five or even six days without
drinking at all. and so ts able to travel
quite easily through the desert where
the wells are often hundreds of miles
out.

more

apart
W*r and Counterfeits.
Prior to Napoleon's 1S12 campaign
tbe Paris gendarmes one night made

a raid on a bouse in the Plaine Μι ntrouge and discovered quite a fine manufactory of false notes. There was
quite a stir next day when the police
minister made the announcement that
the manufactory had been started "by
The faise
order of the emperor."
uotes, which were Austrian and Rus-

sian instead of French, were Intended
for use against the enemy on the Russian expedition, but the bulk of them
came to grief during the great retreat.

Wellington

was

responsible

for

a

similar stroke of business during (he
peninsular war. Being badly in need
of gold when about to invade France,
lie conceived the queer idea of bunt
ing out some counterfeit coiners from
the raiiks.
Quite a number of these
gentry were forthcoming, and these
were ordered by the duke to exercise
their evil art by transferring his English sovereigns into louis d'or and uapoleons.—London Globe.

The Stronger Hand.
If you are right handed, then tbe
right hand is stronger than the left. If
will
you are left handed the left band
be strouger. If you are truly ambidextrous tbe strength of both hands will
be equal. The advantage of one hand

over the other Is due to the greater exercise it may receive. All the muscles
of our arms and legs are developed by
exercise, and their respective strength
will be in accordance with their use
That the right hand is stronger than

the left can be proved by discontinuuse »f the right arm for several weeks by tying It to tbe side of
your body. When you release the arm
you will find that much of Its strength
Is gone and that now the left bund
This applies to a right
Is stronger.
handed person, and the test would
work the other way with a left handed
person. This goes to show that th<*

ing *be

strength of hands and arms Is unco·!sclously affected by tbe amount of ru
tional exercise.-Exchange.

Our Mineral Wealth.
Tbe United States Is not only the
world's greatest producer of mineral
wealth, but It possesses by far the
greatest known reserve of any nation
In most of tbe Important minerals
This is one of tbe things tbat has
made us great and which Is destined
to make us far greater as measured by
In some Instances,
world standards.

such us conl and oil and phosphate
rock and radium ore. tbe United States
possesses more than all the other
known deposits of tbe world, and the
only essential minerals of tbe first rank
of which tbe United States bas no
known supply at all commensurate
with Its needs are nitrates, potash
salts, tin, nickel und platinum. But as
it stands today no other nation In tbe
world so nearly approaches absolute
Irdepcndenop in respect to mineral resources, notwithstanding tbe vast mag
nltude of our home consumption.—Review of Reviews.
Tne Profe*eione.
The rensi:> lias provided us with h
Jefliiition of "tbe professions." A good

many folk have wondered a good many
times what the "professional classes"
The census bus decided. They
were.
constitute—
Actors.
Architects, designers, draftsmen, etc.
Artists and teachers of art.
Clergymen (including religious und

charity workcrsj.
Dentists.
Journalists.

Lawyers (Including abstractor#, no
Credit in an estimate of yonr capac taries and Justices of peace).
bills
your
about
paying
ity to worry
Literary nnd scientific persons.
which Is held about you by α lot of
Musicians und teachers of uiusic.
Credit la also a belief
total BtranL'ers
Physicians und surgeons (including
held of your ability to pay for some- nonmedicul healers».
de
ceased
to
have
thing long alter you
Schoolteachers,
professors In colrive any benefit from It Credit Is likeleges, etc.—New York Press.
to
wise α gauge of your willingness
deceive yourself Into the Dellef that
be
you cun ulTord to buy something
If
cause you cannot pay cash for It
everybody paid easb there would be
no bond Issue, no huge clerical forces,
mill
no national debts, no unities or
such as exist
tary systems, no schools
no war. no degenerate tushlons

The Earth'· Shadow.
The earth has a shadow, but few
ever see It except in eclipses of tbe
moon. Nevertheless, many of us have
noticed on tine, cloudless evenings lu
summer, shortly before sunset, a rosy
ur pink arc ou tbe horizon opposite the
sun. with a bluish gray segment under
today,
-nothing but plain, everyday living It As tlie sun sinks the arc rises until
Credit enuhles everybody to live a tic It attains the zet'itb and even passes
tltlous existence. Nothing exceeds like It This Is the shadow of the earth.

credit—Life.

Had It towered.
Sir Augustus Harris once settled the
pitch question In bis own offhand fash
A famous prima donna of his
ion.
opera company came to him complain
Ing that the piano used for vocal rehearsals was too high and asking that

It might be lowered

-Certainly." replied Drurtolanus, with
bow. "Here, Forsyth, have a couple
of inches sawed off die legs of this
a

piano."

C05TTND1D.1

7

Language Mixed.
'That" said the physician, as be examined tbe lump on tbe man'a neck.

"Is the remains of an old boll that
started to come and then became encysted there."
"Well." said tbe unlettered patient
It sure has encysted on stayln' there."
-Chicago Post.

Early Writing Implements.

When writing Confadua nsed a small
brush, like a camel's hair brush, for a
pen, and so did bis ancestors for centuries before his time. Tbe reed came
Into use for writing In tbe marshy
rountrles of the orient It was hollow
tnd cut in short lengths.

The Buffalo.
The hump of the buffalo is not a
mass of fat as some people suppose,
It used to be"
but Is formed by neural spines in
"Why not. pray Γ
"Statesmen have modified their dress length fully double those of domestic
to each an extent that they now look cattle and by the huce muscles which
Lucky Dog.
pines
much like other people."—Birmingham lie alongside and till up the angle be"She calls her dog and her husband
thickest here."
It moat cause
tween these neural spines und the ribs. by the same pet name.
"That's true," I agreed, looking at Age-Herald.
the close grown Junipers that stood in
frequent confusion."
Fin· Combination.
front of us. "Joe stacked these sap8Mklng th· Man.
"Not at all. She always «peaks gen
"She spoke In a flattering way of yoa tly to the dog.M-Jugend.
"His le a case of where the office
lings against the rail for some other
seeks the man."
the other day."
reason."
"Did she? That was nice. What did
"That so?"
"Of course. Se knew that Linda
Incongruous·
"Yes; he's wanted by men from the she say?"
would very likely sit here, and he was
Mamie-Tbat Mrs. FUpp Is a great
"She said If she had your assurance
•herliTs office."—Buffalo Express.
Ifrald."
ftutclimaker, isn't she? Tesale—I used
with her brains she'd run for presi- to think so nntll she bought her red
"Afraid? Of what?" said Linda suddent "—Cleveland Plain Dealer.
Lucky to B« Poor.
laired husband a porpie necktie.—
denly from behind us. "No one could
Caller—How much for a marriage lihurt me here; Why, I could call for
ludge.
Calldollar.
You
could
here.
Τ
Town
Clerk—One
Test
cense
Question.
A
help and you are both
Clerk
Town
50
cents.
er—I've only got
Newed—1 tell you, old chap, I'm anprotect me."
Airy About It.
"Not against a rifle bullet." said Pe- -You're lucky.—Philadelphie Bulletin other man since 1 was married 8ln
Jack-It's a fine air castle you'r#
tersham. "For my sake, go in, Linda!"
gleton—Soï Does vour wife love yoti built Bow do you proposa to get Into
A* he said the words from far away
Night brings out star· as eornr# as much as the man she married?- It—by airship? Tom—No; by heiress,—
stuutf of .α ιm- Distance shows os truths.—Bailey.
ouqo
Boston Transcript
Exchange.

whispered:

"To give her shade." he repeated.
I looked around and nodded.
"There is always shade here," he
vent on. "The sun can't get in through
The wood is
on this side.
the

Sartorial 8amen«aa.

"Washington isn't

so

picturesque

as

EST A R .ISHED 1«ώ.

-The Oxford Democrat.
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which came to Bethel laat week Friday
wia welcomed by the Y. M. C. A. of
Aoademy, and the teacher· and

THE DOINGS OF THE WEEK IN ALL Gould

SECTIONS OF THE COUNTY.

South Paris,

Bethel.
The Bowdoin T. M. C. ▲. Deputation

Pari· HU1.
Klrst Baptist Church, Bev. Q. W. Γ. Hill, pactor.
Preaching every Sunday at 10:45 x. u.
Sunday School at 12. Sabbath evening servie*
at 7 it<.
l'rayer Meeting Thursday evening at
Covenant Meeting the laM Friday before
7 JO.
All
th" let Sunday of the month at J Λ» r. m.
not otherwise connected are cordially Invited.

student·. Friday evening

an

informal

so-

cial was held, and Saturday
ahoe bike was enjoyed. Saturday evening a large number of the boya and the
business and profeaalonal men met them
In Garland Cbapel, and after a aocial
half hour the meeting waa called to order by the leader of the deputation, Mr.
Kineey, who not only gave a talk but

rendered

a

piano

aolo

a

anow-

delightfully.

Mr. Fred B. Merrill extended a few
words of welcome in behalf of the Bowdoin alumni of Bethel. Brief addressee
were given by Rev. W. C. Curtis and
Refreshments
Hanscom.
Professor
were served.
Sunday was a day which
will long be remembered by not only the
at
young men but all who were present
the services at the Methodist and Conand
the
morning
gregational churches in
the union services at the Methodist
Mr.
in
the
Klnsey, Mr.
evening.
cburob
preciated.
John W. Prentiss of New York has Chapman and Mr. Albion were all ear'eased "Seven Gables" for the coming ned, helpful, Chriatian young men, and
summer and will occupy it with his fam- in spirit and actions showed the manliily. Mr. Prentiss will be a welcome ad- ness of the Christian life for young men.
dition to the summer colony at Paris Their visit and work here was deeply

Mrs. Herbert L. Scribner, who bas
beeu uuable to return from Portlmod
since being operated upon until this
week, in expected borne on Tuesday.
Owing tu cold weather and rather
rougb roads, the attendance at the men's
evensupper at Cummings Hall Tuesday
The supinn was not as large as usual.
the enper was first class, as usual, and
tertainment, consisting of vocal and instrumental music and readings, was ap-

Hill.
appreciated.
single copies of Thk Democrat are four cents
Mr. and Mrs. Charles L. Case of New
Tuesday evening the pupils of Mioses
m·h They will be mailed on receipt of price by
House Springer and Richardson held a social in
the publishers or for the convenience of patron» York are guests at the Hubbard
on
been
l^cje
have
each
place·!
ît!i)_r!e copie* of
the brick building.
tor a few days.
•ut.e at the following places In the County
Mrs. Fred Chandler spent several days
The sleighing is excellent and the
Howard's l>rug store.
South Paris,
that
roads
tbe
in
with her parente the past week, returnbard
is
now
so
enow
ShurtJelTs Drug Store.
tbe autos are running again, but it is
ing to Auburn Friday.
Xoyes Drug Store.
Norway,
Stone's l>rug Store.
Thursday eveoing Miss Agnes Hersey
Monday.
raiuing
Postmaster.
Newton.
L.
A.
Ruckfleld,
1
Tbe ladies are preparing a short play of East Corinth gave a reading in Odeon
Mrs Harlow. Post Offlce.
Parts Hill.
Samuel T. White.
entitled "Two Aunt Emilys," or "Quits" Hall under the auspices of the pupils of
West Parts,
for the next circle to be held in Cum- the brick building. She proved a most
those who
ming Hall on Tuesday evening, Feb. delightful entertainer, and
NEW ADVEKT1SEMENTS.
2-M. The cast of characters is as fol- heard her are very enthusiastic in their
That Million Dollar took.
Thomas Smiley
Z. L. Merchant A Co.
Parker's Hair Balsam.
Ph't-nlx Assurance Co.
Convincing Testimony.
Koval Indemnity Company.
London Assurance Corporation.
l.'ueen lusurance Company of America.

Mere end There.

lows:

Mae Hammond
Aunt Emily, deaf aa a post
Helen Murton, with an eye for money
Cllntle Shtw
Crat e Mort jn, with an eye for money

Georgia Thayer

Αι·η1β I'arrls
Belle Morton, ready for fun
Mrs Julia Morton, ruled by her daughters
Annie Cummlnge
Mise Kmllv Morrts, the lady principal
Sadie Bowe
Abble Abbott
Blddv, the Irish housemaid
Hammond
Kate
cook
ldnah, the colored

Wilson's Mills.
Frankly, our interest in tbe contest
Mr. and Mrs Frank Smith, who bave
be'ween the numerous different presidents or w >uidbe president of Mexico beeu boarding at the Aziscoos House tbe
is principally «elfish and rather indiffer- past year, are now boarding at D. C.
to Bennett's.
en'; but it would be illuminating
Lewis I.eavitt and E. S. Bennett went
know who is financing the Carr.mza litin the to Lewiston Thursday to attend the soerary bureau in the United States,
c al meeting of the Shriners.
form of free plate matter, etc.
Mrs. Ν. K. Leach, who went to Colebrook in November to care for a sick
As to the free plate matter on the
sister, returned home this week.
healtbfulness of beer, the financial sponCecil Bennett is spending ber vacation
sors of that would be plain enough even
with her parents, Mr. and Mrs. D. C.
if they were not named.
Bennett.
• iermany's

proclamation of

zone
her announcement
neutral tiag wdl uot
a war

about England and
that tbe display of a
ensure a vessel safety, seems to put neutral shipping literally between the devil
and the deep sea.

Neutral rights evidently are expected
to yield to the "rights" of belligerents.
The Scripture may yet have to be revised
to read, "The earth is the War Lord's."
Even this precious Van Horn stands
the plea that what he did was an act
of war, and that he was on the neutral
soil of the United States when he did it,
therefore nothing can be done to bim!

on

Certainly the entrance of the submarine as a practical factor in war operations calls for a revision of the rules of
A nation's merchant ships have
war.
always been subject to capture by the
enemy, whether that is in accord with
But an attack by
common sense or not.

praise.

Word hae been received of the death
at hie home in
Solon Robertson
Middleboro, Mass. Mr. Robertaon was a
native of Bethel, and enlisted serving
He always retwo terms in the army.
mained a loyal G. A. R. man. He was
weventy-six years old at the time of his
death.
Miss Florence Springer will go to
Farmington next Tuesday to finish her
normal school course, and will graduate
in June.
The town schools closed Friday for a
vacation.
Friday evening Westbrook High played Gould Academy basket ball team at
Bethel, and the score was 46 to 17 in favor of Westbrook.
The girls' basket ball team from Gould
Academy went to West Paris Friday
oveniog and won 9 to 8.

of

MIDDLE INTERVALE.

The village school closes this -week,
where Blanche Kimball has attended
this term. She has learned more in the
North Water ford.
weeks than she has
aame number of
with
pneu- hero. She has braved it out well, as she
Alfred Hersey is sick
monia.
;ias had a cough all of the time.
Mrs. Leslie Hobson is gaining finely,
R. Skillings was here yesterday selling
an ) her nurse went away Saturday.
garden seeds. He is agent for this and
Will Ray went to the hospital at Lew- surrounding town·.
His sister, Lillian Dougiston Monday.
R. L. Melcher and son are looking aflass. went with him.
ter lumber they have bought in town.
Mr. and Mrs. Will Kilgore have been
We hear that Lawrence Gilbert has
spending several days at bis brother's in returned to Livermore Falls. He has
Albany where he basa mill.
had employment with L. 0. Stevens.
Mrs. M. J. Bisbee has not been as well
A song, "Just Twenty Years Ago," is
of late, but is better now.
before us, sung at a school concert
one
turn
Mrs. Κ. Ε Fiske bad a bad
where the writer was teacher fifty yeare
day last week, so a physician was called, :igo. A Mrs. Bennett nee Wilson of Wilbut she is better now.
son's Mills was the singer, and we shall
Mrs. E. J. Paige was pretty sick Sat:\lwaye remember her sweet voice. Two
and
Dr.
Syl- of
urday night and Sunday,
her children attended school. We
was
called.
of
Harrison
vester
think the author's name A. J. Gault.
This song will never wear out.
East Brownfield.

The National Association of Patriotic
West Bethel.
Instructors, with headquarters at 101
"When February sun shines cold,
There cornes a <!ay when In the air
Boston, and whose
Tremont S'reet,
The wings of winter slow unfold,
president is J. B. Lewis who did so
And show the golden summer there."
in
much for tbe campaign in Maine
in
stealth by a submarine, sinking a mer 11*11, and who is this week again
"The listant snow-clad hills that lie
is sendchant vessel without notice, killing non Maine with the Flying Squadron,
Within the east agalns: the sky,
tbe patriotic
Grow dim and fade away;
combatants and perhaps citizens of neu- ing out circulars urging
of
Abraham
of
Low down within the drooping west,
the birthdays
tral countries, is something new in war- observance
Where Sol l>ut lately sunk to rest,
and
Washington.
George
fare, and comes pretty near piracy, Lincoln
À fleet of red clouds stray."
It is suggested that these days be obthough only a little worse than some of
the
has
been
It
schools.
our
in
served
in
this
the things that have been done
West Bethel still lives.
But rules of war are after all custom for some time in many schools,
war.
I!
mnra
1
-—»*"· ~Λ* «*».»ΙτΛ If
παηαΡΟ I 9
Pnltl ami Klnutnrinor wnather A few
rather absurd things.
m suggested that da^s be
displayed in days of last week.
The winter term of oar Tillage school
their honor. Do we make an much use
Woman antTraue seems to have had
of our dig ae we ought? Was there dosed on Friday.
Kensouk· almost startling results in
to the
Miss Grace £. Parwell ie visiting
ever m Te significance attached
tucky, if the report is true which conies dying of the American dag than there ie friends in Watertnwn, Mass.
from there, that in connection with a re- now? It never floated more grandly
Robert Gilbert has been quite ill durceut school election nearly two hundred than at the
ing the past week.
present time.
their
women were indicted for selling
Charles A. Dunham is done working
own and their husbands' (!) votes at a
in South Paria and ie with hie mother.
North Stoneham.
dollar apiece.
The Step-lively Club of Mason had a
Mrs. Χ H. Sawyer ie visiting relative!
• lance in Grange Hall
Saturday evening.
iu I.ovell for a while.
The winter road machine drawn by
The fundamental ciun·· of high price» ao<t
Eva and Edith Ciouse from Stow art
to
as
was used on the highthe Increased cost of living are
perplexing
their graudparente, Mr and Mrs nix large horses
the men of big affair» a» they art- to a man who vUiting
ways in this end of the town Thursday.
If there 1» any doubt on I A. Andrews.
work» for .lay'» pay
R.
Elbert
Brings has moved from the
(hi» |>olnt let the »keptl<'&l read the opinion· of
Viuzie Chute from Otlwtield ie work
the men who have te»tH!ed before the con*re»
home of his father, where he lived for
Chute
his
for
brother,
iDir
Lyman
Investi
un
slonal committer that I» conducting
to the house of P. H. Rolfe,
Lyman Chute went to Otisheld last two months,
(■Mm No two of the men, however expertnearly opposite the post office.
enitd,lgnt In hardly any particular. Etch week and got a pair of big
ha» hi· pet theory or prejudice. Tlie truth
Webster E. Walker came down from
Η Β. McKeen has sold a calf to Au
doubtle»» 1» that caa»e» are *i> cm ρ le.χ that It
Ketchum on foot Saturday, and Tuesday
le linposelb e to separate them or la> a prepond- brev Kimball of Lovell.
...
morning his brother Sewall came down
erant e of blame on
any one thing.—Bristol
Wesley Adams ie laid up with a lame with
a team, and they returned together
Ρresa.
afternoon.
There Is noth'ng complex about It. however,
Cliff McAllister from Stoneham carat in the
He
for your average Krpublluan politician.
It would be very unwise for the tax
after a load of hay for Dennis Adam.
will tell you without the ollgbtect hesitation that
payers of Oxford County to help in
the one snd »uly "fundamental cau»e" 1* the
court house in
wicked Underwood tariff. He know» a great
Bart let t's calves not into th< ItuildiDg an expensive
ileal more about It, In b'.a intud, tuan tio the men
deal of It. Kumford village. It would be much
cotiuu seed aud ate a (Treat
of big affair».—Argu».
to discontiuue the May court, or
He was obliged t » call Veterinary Merril better
Congressman McOillicuddy is not at <.f I'atis, aud the calves will recover ht hold three or four terms in South Paris,
of
troubled by any
all
complexity
where the county owns large and conexpects.
causes in explaining the high cost <>f livvenient buildings, or make a new county
the
In
ou
the
wlien
stump.
of the towns on the north side of the
ing. at least
Norway Lake.
campaign of 1912 he explaiued all over
Androscoggin river.
Mise Jennie Barrows visited for a few
the Second District that it was due soleIn the davs at Chester Flint's on Pike Hill.
tariff.
Locke's Mills.
I'avne-Aldrich
to
the
ly
Mrs J M. Wood and Mrs. J. S. Smitl
campaign of 1U14 he explained with
Mrs. Clarence Jackson of Milton was
then
visit
to
Feb.
7th
Waterfoni
to
in town Thursday.
equal convincingness that it was solely went
fattier aud other relatives.
due to the trusts.
Mrs. Helen Bryant and Mrs. Lola Posthe
has
place
purchased
Guy Ingalls
ter were the guests Sunday of Mrs. D.
of
Hall
"Club
the
containing
Extension Schools for 1915.
A. Thurston at Rumford Corner.
Smith of Norway.
The fuueral of Miss Mamie Jackson
The Agricultural Kxten»ion Service of
\V O. Perrv has been suffering, caus
church Saturday
was held at the Uolon
the Umversitv of Maine has been able to
ed by a carbuncle ou the neck, but n
to
hold
Extenifternoon, attended by Rev. Ε. H. Stocomply with 21 petitions
iteems to be better.
funds
of
a»avin
Lack
Miss
Jackson died
of
Pond.
this
ver
sion Schools
Bryaut
Mrs C J· French has returned ti
at her home in Pinhook Thursday mornwill prevent accepting more petitions
Sew Hampshire, after visiting her sie
illness. She was a
with the possible exception of requests
for severa ing, after a long
D.
Mrs. A.
former resident of this place where she
for schools in Poultry Husbandry.
weeks.
had many friends.
Ten schools have already been held in
Abbie Trask spent the day
Mrs.
the towns of Albion. Belfast, Biddeford,
West Lovell.
tlanc >ck, Industry,
Thursday with Mrs. Chas. Bartlett.
China, Corinth,
at Mrs
visited
has
Nellie
Mrs.
Sawyer
Mrs. Minnie Pike of Norway is the
Newburg, Parsonstield and Richmond.
and Mrs. Kati
cuest of Mrs. Ann Libby t>nd Mrs. LizThe schools assigned to date are as Ralph K. McAllister's
the past week.
Williams'
zie Deraond.
follows:
Mrs. Oris LeBaron was at her moth
Mr. and Mrs. J. C. Littlefield and Miss
Feb. 16-18 East Sumner (Soil Fertility)
a*, the Harbor oue day last week.
er'*
Vassalboro
tisther were week-end guest· of Mr. and
E.
22-24
Feb.
(Animal
witt
Mrs Olden McAllister bae been
Mrs. Walter Millett at Milton.
Feeding.)
a week
Feb. 25-27 Windsor (Animal Feeding) her mother. Mrs. John Seavey,
The village school closed Friday.
J C Sawyer ie doing choree at Alonzc
Feb. 25-27 New Sharon (Animal^eedie
Uilead.
cuttinj
Lord's, and Chas. Johnson
ine)
Herbert Watson is on the sick list.
March 10-17 Bucktield (Orchard Reno- wood for M. A LeBaron.
ma
ie
John A. Fox
selling washing
Mrs. Josephine Wheeler ia spending a
vation)
few weeks with Mrs. Annie Peabody.
March 23-24 Denmark (Orchard RenoAndrews is a little better so h.
Miss Beatrice Thoits of Gorbam, N.
vation)
some.
March .'>0-April 1 Columbia Falls (Soil can walk out
II., has been visitiug Mrs. Ethel Belmont.
Fertility)
East Watertord.
There was a social dance at Town
Two other petitions have been receivW. S. Merrill bas gone to hie eon's a • Ilall, Saturday evening, Feb. 6th. Music
ed and dates are under consideration.
was furnished by Garneau'a Orchestra of
With the exception of schools in PoulSbedd of North
Shelburne, N. H. A large crowd attendtry Husbandry, it is very doubtful if any
more schools can be held this season on was here Tuesday to see hie uncle. Sid
ed, some coming from Shelburne, Ν. H.,
account of lack of funds.
ney Hall, who is gaining slowly, and abli > and Hastings.
Dr. Marble of Gorham, Ν. H., was in
Particulars concerning schools assign- to do eome light work.
[ town recently.
There was a most enjoyable
ed, may be obtained from the County
s
VNed
Pr.de
H.
Demon
C.
Farm
at
Mrs.
of
the
Miss Myrtle Curtis of Groveton, N.
of the Circle
Agent in Charge
A prominent f«*tur' > II., is spending a few weeks with relastration Work or from Ralph W. Red- nesdav afternoon
W. V Kneeland tives in town.
man, Assistant Director, Agricultural was music, with Mrs
The Circle will meet witl >
Charles Whitman Is as comfortable as
at the piano.
Extension Sevvice, Orono, Maine.
Mrs B. G. Mclntire in two weeks.
can be expected, considering the severe
Mr. and Mrs. Will Meaerve are a ; accident that he met with while cutting
Note and Comment.
Adelbert Penuock'·.
pine in the woods a few weeka ago.
Mr·. Lizzie Richardson baa been conMason.
to the bouse fora few weeks with
want
fined
things kept
Between those who
more
want
a
bad
cold.
who
those
and
a
t
from publicity
Mis* Scribner returned to ber home
A wedding reception waa given to Mr.
than their share of space, a newspaper West Bethel last Saturday on account ο Γ
must bold to the policy of printing the heme ill
Miss Marjorie Barker of A1 and Mrs. Sari Coffin last Tuesday evenher place at J. A. McKenzie'e ing at the home of the groom'· parente,
news.—Albany Journal.
Dexter Cumminge of Albany wae 11 ι Mr. and Mr·. F. Β. Coffin. A very enThe Cologne (iaz9tte speaks of "the
joyable evening waa apent, and about
brutal British standpoint, which is bas- town recently.
Mise Kacbel Weetleigb returned hom. ι fifty were present. All united in wlsbSo unlike the gentle
ed on force."
eeveral weeke II ing Mr. and Mrs. Coffin a happy future.
methods of the Germane, the Gazette Sundav after epending
would have us understand.—Springfield
West Buckfield.
little eon of Mr. and Mre. J. A
Union.
Mr. and Mra. A. S. Hall and M. E.
McKeuzie will answer to the name ο
From the Journal of the Oregon Legis- K
Bennett attended New Century Pomona
lature: The Chair recognized Senator
Frank E. Bean of Oxford was li at Peru Wednesday.
furworea
>
She
soli
Clark.
while
here
ho
Mrs. ξ. Ε. Annie and Alfreda were
green
Katbryn
town Thursday, and
*
trimmed duvetyn flare and a ba'tleship twoofhiicowe which were **
gueeta of Mr·. Harry Buck Wednesday.
hat to match and carried pink orchids.— Bean'e, to Ervln Hutchineon of Albany
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Bennett of Eaat
Boston Transcript.
Peru viaited at Fred Bennett'a Monday
and Tuesdny.
North Buckfield.
Dr. Charlee L. Parsons, chief of diviLeroy Bnewell and family are visiting
Miss Mildred Keene of Hartford was ι
sion of mineral technology of the Unitin Stow.
ed States bureau of mines, made a trip recent gneat of her grandparents, Mr
Miss Ethel Bradbury, who teaches in
to Denver last month to take back with and Mrs. C. B. Keene.
has been with her parents,
Mrs. Albina Irish spent the day at Ε Brooksville,
him to New York the first consignment
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Bradbury, for a
of radium from the radium plant at Wett M Holme·' last week.
It is reported that Charlee Rowe bai week.
Denver. The radium was valued at $10,Mr*. Frye of Pari· la working for Mra.
000 and was going to the National radi- bought the Charlee Damon etand.
Smith.
um institute for medical use.
JoeephBouloe was through the plac< Irving
Joel Foster la alck.
Virgil Verrill, who waa aiok, is gainB Beesey le able to work arounc
Notice.
ing.
mill some.
the
of
Oxford
voters
To the Republican
Albert Dudley ia on the aiok liât
Mre. Jeanette Jordan, who to
County:'—I shall be a candidate for the Mre J E. Mayhew, vielted at Buckflek
Μ. Ε. Bennett Is working for Earl
Senator
State
for
Republican nomination
Mta. M.yhe. t» Jack.
• few day. lut week.
from Oxford County at the next primary
Will Harris of Wiothrop baa been via·
main· about the same.
solicit
your
election and respectfully
friends here.
E. D. Heald ie not quite a· well at thii itlng
support.
Joseph Boulos was her· Thursday and
_

.,

hur»ee;

riE*Say

ter*

Klfcore,

Ch« e\V.

S'DrbG.'*Harold

Çonwa;

&?took
^he
M™

O&man L Stanley

Porter, Me., Feb. 15,

1W15.

■Stt Keen·

to «till

gaining.

Friday.

Btickfleld.
Charles ▲. Chue died at bit bome
Lut week wis anniversary week for
after an
the Boy Scout· of America, marking bat I lere early Thursday morning,
at the age of
five years of organised life of the Na- i line·· of short duration,
in thiH
lived
has
He
tional Council, yet these five have seen ι ixty-aeven years.
of his life—a
the splendid development of a move- I own for the greater part
He Is surand neighbor.
ment which bids fair to be unexcelled In | food citizen
1
one daughter, Mrs. Charles Jorits excellent value to our youth and to vived by
The funeral
There are now upwards of < lan, with whom he lived.
our country.
vas Saturday at the home, attended by
25,000 boys In the movement, with 1 lev.
Burial in the Russell
P. M. Lamb.
enough men as officials and leaders
I >metery in Turner.
to total 30,000 directly engaged In
Lincoln's birthday was observed here
Troop 1 of West
character building.
with publio exercises at the
tbe
Uni·
at
,'riday
service
attended
Paris
had a program of
versai i et church Sunday morning, Feb. ι «hool. Each room
tho pupils were addressed
7. The pastor, who is Scout Master, I ts own, and
members of the G. A. R. and Sons of
preached a special sermon, which one | >y
were prèsfather was beard to say was the finest Veterans, which organizations
Wut Pari*.

talk to

boys

he ever heard.

Monday eveping following, the boys
with their parents and members of the

council, a company of nearly fifty
people, dined at Good Will Hall. Here
din-

local

tbe boys bad put tbe kitchen and
tbe
ing room in readiness for the food
Scout mothers were to supply. The
with
hall was appropriately decorated
the national oolors, and twelve banners
bearing the twelve points of the Scout
law, and a large banner suspended above
tbe table bore the monogram B. S. Α.,
the letter formed by an arrangement of
small national fiage. The troop and patrol names, date of organization and the
were also
Scout motto, "Be
inscribed in red and blue letter".
At the close of the moal the Scout
Master, Rev. Dwight A. Ball, gave a
brief sketch of the local history of scouting covering two years and four months.
Significant features of this are that the
movement began in a typical way by the
boys themselves. They having written
to national headquarters for instruction,
appealed to Mr. Ball to become their
Scout Master, which plan was duly effected through the organizing of a local
council of sixteen men representative of
the business, educational and religious
interests of the community.
Another noteworthy fact is that in tbe
history of tbe local troop twenty boys
have been registered, seventeen of whom
are now active here, and two who have
removed from town and are still maintaining active interest in scouting where

Prepared,"

they

are.

Eagle Patrol was the first one organized when the troop first registered. The
second patrol, recently organized, is
known as the Silver Fox Patrol. The
boys bave oûe member and several candidates for tbe third patrol.
Impressive features of the post-prandial program were the Scout oath by the
entire troop, each boy and the- master
standing to salute while repeating tbe
oath. This was done promptly at 8:15
to be in accord with all other Scouts in
America, who at that hour were In tbe

ceremony.
The master then presented Chester H.
Lane, president of the local council, who
brought to the boys tbe official greeting
of National Chief Scout, Ernest Thompson Seton.
The company then rose from the
tables and in an informal way tbe Scouts
demonstrated many features of their
same

The Princ· and th· Captain.
The admiral commanding the British

number of
Mediterranean squadron
rears ago gave u dinner to the captains
)f the fleet at Mnltu. By 0:45 most of
α

the captains had reached the flagship,
Dt lu received on deck by the admiral
md ushered below. Next the Duke of
ttdiuburgb arrived. The admiral revived bim and. keeping him in conversation. continued to pace the deck,
ill subsequent arrivals were duly ush-

ered below to the saloon, but still the
At
itdmlral kept the duke on deck.
list It occurred to the duke that the
dinner hour had been passed, and be
was
>nt In a body. The exercises were of a ventured to Inquire if Ills host
Ij ilgh order of excellence, and showed .vaitlng for anybody.
sareful and painstaking work by the
"Yes." replied the admiral, "I am
ι leaohers and pupils.
for the captain of the"—
waiting
Cottage prayer meetings bave been
the duke took the bint, callInstantly
and
ield at the homes of C. T. Bowen
u boat and made posthaste for
for
:hJ
week.
3arry Jacobs this
He alone among the
A. S. Holland and family returned Ids own ship.
of the fleet had turned up In
after an absence
rom Portland

Saturday

>f several weeks.
Miss Myra Irish is at home from Wesl
Paris for a time.
The Ladies' Circle met with Mrs. Solon
Purinton Thursday.
The officers of the local Rebekab lodge
were installed by grand officers from
tfurway Tuesday nigbt. A supper was
ierved after the meeting.
The members of the Christian Endeavor Society bad a supper at Orange Hall
(Wednesday evening and cleared about
dollars.
Mrs. Bert Allen spent the day with
Miss Sadie Spauldlng Tuesday.
Mr. and Mrs. A. P. Carter of Hartford
liave been the guests of M. G. Farrar.
Mrs. Ruth Record and Mrs. M. G. Farrar were in Lewiston Saturday.
len

Bryant's Pond.
Raynor Farnum, who has b-en

in Lewiston for the past three years, returned
here this week and will make it bis bome
with hi· grandfather, James H. Farnum.
Sheriff Cole and first selectman H. A.
Bacon were in Augusta Wednesday.
They were accompanied by Harvey Corbett, whom thev took to the asylum.
The farm buildings of Albert Farnum
u

Sygotch

came near

being destroyed

i-aptains
ordinary evening clothes, forgetting or
i:ot knowing that the dinner was officiai. On bis return to the flagship in
the quickest time on record and in fun
uniform the gallant but inflexible admiral was still pacing the deck and,
deprecating his royal highness' profuse
apologies, conducted bim to dinner.

Eighteenth Century Tipping.
Yon and 1 complain—and not wlthont

•eason—of the tyranny of the tip. But
consider the unhappy plight of the
eighteenth century man. Here is the
anguished wail of "Constant Reader,"
who In 1795 writes to the Times: "If
ι man who has α horse puts up at an
Inn. besides the usual bill, be must at
least give 1 shilling to the waiter, six-

pence to the chambermaid, sixpence
to the hostler and sixpence to the jack·
joot. makbig together 2s. 6d. At break·
rast you must give at least sixpence
If
between the waiter and hostler.
the traveler only puts up to have α refreshment. besides paying for his
dorse's standing he must give threepence to the hostler, at dinner sixpence
:o the waiter and threepence to the
lostler. at tea sixpence between them.
>o thut he gives away in the day 2s.
'id., which, added to the 2s. 6d. for the

by fire Tuesday morning. The blaze
under
was
was around the furnace and
irood headway when discovered. Tho
damage was adjusted Thursday by Leon
Brooke of the Patrons' Insurance Co.
Theodore Holman of Boston was in night, makes 5 shillings per day on an
in the interest of
town this week,
îverage to servants." And 5 shillings
"Qulncy Adams Sawyer," the play of then meant at least 10 shillings today.
which is to be presented here in the near

future.
The remaine of Dr. Orin Stevens of
Oxford were brought here Monday for
interment in the Nute cemetery. Dr.
Stevens was a native of Woodstock, son
of the late Benjamin and Julia Davis
Stevens. He was at one time a teacher
in bis native town and also commenced
his practice of medicine there.
The funeral of Mrs. Georgia A. Davis,
whose death was announced last week,

-London Express.

Modesty of Bach.

From the
Jortnnate as
of organist
nual salary

time when Bach was so
receive the appointment
at Arnstadt, with an anof $70 to $80, bis desires
to

He sought
were apparently fulfilled.
for no higher post, and only when α
new one was offered bim did he accept It thankfully as a gift of Provi

was held Tuesdav afternoon, attended
regular activities, suspending tempora- by Rev. Chester Gore Miller of South
In every new position It was
rily while they went to tbe kitchen and Paris. She was the daughter of the late dence.
washed the dishes, putting kitchen, din- Anron M. Irish, and was born in Wood· his only aspiration to do bis duty faith
ing room and hall in perfect order. The xtock in 1850. She married William S. fully, and accordingly he made his
spirit and efficiency with which the boys Davis, who survives her. She leaves gifts serve his place, so that as an oracquitted themselves was a good demon- four sisters and one brother, also two ganist be composed organ pieces; as
stration of tbe spirit of the entire Scout sons, Frank and George Davix, both resithe Weimar chapeimaster psalms and
scheme.
dents of Sooth Woodstock. Mrs. Davis
sacred cantatas and chamber music and
had
church
the
Methodist
Mrs. M. S. Bubier recently
was a member of the
as the musical director of the St Tbom
Franklin
a
machine
of
off
member
break
to
a
misfortune
and also valued
sewing
Mr. and Mrs. Bu- Grange, where she had been for years an as school his great polyphonic, difficult
needle in her finger.
vocal works.
Kings and princes not
bier went to Lewiston on the afternoon earnest worker.
commanded him to play
train, where a physician probed and
Infrequently
Sumner.
East
found tbe needle, and she was able to
He did their will modestly
to them.
return on the evening train.
On the l(ith to the 18th of this month tnd,
satisfied, returned to his
fully
S. W. Dunham, who has been ill and there is to be held at Grange Hall a sort
He must have known
home.
■Impie
is
of school for farmers and all interested
cared for by an experienced nurse,
was the greatest organ vir
he
that
somewhat improved.
in agriculture, to be addressed by speakand at that time a
Mrs. Pearl Farrington has gone to Dr. ers outside of this vicinity, able to inter- tuoso in the world,
was
was
She
for
treatment.
est and instruct in matters important to great master of this Instrument
King's hospital
Let all well rewarded. He was highly esteemaccompanied by her brother from Massa- successful farm operations.
chusetts.
attend anil profit thereby.
ed In France, England and Holland,
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Ryder, formerly
On Saturday evening, Feb. β, a party but was never known to express the
uf this place, are to return and occupy from Eest Peru successfully played the wish of
setting his foot on foreign soil.
• >ne of L. C. Bates' rents on Park Street.
drama entitled "The Deacon," at Grange -Johann Friedrich Rochlltz.
Mr. and Mrs. Ryder have lived in Free Mall to a full house. Our community
port and Yarmouth since leaving West has been favored this winter with frePretty Bad.
Paris.
quent pleasing entertainments of good
Thus far it has not been a
James P. Curtis is sufficiently recover- repute.
The barber was very busy, and the
,1 roar 17 icinlur " II It A thnMB (if
pd irom nie leceni eenoue uinese 10 oe t'lnnn
shop was full of men waiting for bim
The old "spelling schools," to
seen again on the street, although far years ago.
practice his tonsorlal art npon their
Mre. Curtis, who fell down ivctuime and "singing schools" have been
from well,
beads and faces.
her largely supplanted by meetings of the
a number of stairs and sprained
One man, Mr. Blank, became tired
wrist and ankle, is gaining, but is yet •.'range and social entertainments—all
of waiting for bis turn to come uud
to
that
unable to walk.
features
away
help
pass
pleasant
started to leave. Although hla beard
Kenneth, the little eon of Mr. and Mrs. the winter.
Chester Buck, was very ill one day rehad come ont pretty heavy, he thought
Dickvale.
cently with convulsions, doubtless
no one would notice It and that be
Dr. Littlefleld
caused by indigestion.
Record and Witham are nearly through could come back the next morning
of South Parie was called to attend him drawing pulp wood, but have several
when Hughes, the barber, was not so
He U getting to be well again.
thousand of pine to handle.
The barber, not wishing
who
Miss Lillian Tibberts of Portland,
E. C. Staples bas taken a job to cut very busy.
unattended to.
recently visited Mrs. F. E. Wheeler, re- and haul 100,000 feet nf pine to onr mill a customer to go away
accosted him by saying. "You're not
turned home Sunday.
here from the Cyrus Gordon place.
There are interesting discussions on leavln' ua. is you. Mr. Blank?"
Augustus Dunham has recently returned from a visit with his brother, George the Sabbath question at tbe school house
Mr. Blank felt of bis face and re
If I learn which
overv Saturday night.
Dunham, and family, in Lynn, Mass
"Why, I don't need a shave, do
plied,
Rev. and Mrs. D. A. Ball left Saturday day 6»d began to make this earth I will
I Hughes?"
for Boston, where they expect to remain tell you later.
Hugbes thereupon looked bis eus
until the following Saturday.
John Frost and son are doing a good
At tomer over critically and answered
Prof. Carroll of Lewiston occupied the business in this place sawing wood.
pulpit at the Universalis! church Sun- R. S. Tracy's they sawed our two cords bim assuredly: "No, youse don't need
All youse needs Ls u haircut
a shave.
in an hour.
day morning.
Charles Curtis is having new hard
Several have gone to Pomona meeting on de face."—National Monthly.
wood floors laid in his meat market in to day at West Peru.
Mrs. Bucknam's building.
A. C. Hammond is putting in hie Ice.
Motherland.
The interior of G. A. Smith's store is
Rev. Mr. Osborne has returned to his
It Is a suggestive fact, and one well
now complete, and looks very attractive home in Fairfield.
worth noting-although we have no
with new hard wood floors and new
Oxford.
recollection of having ever heurd at
paint and paper.
R. T. Flavin was called to Boston FriMas. Lillian Scribner, wife of Charles tentlon called directly to It- that Britday by the death of his mother. Miss Scribner of Otisfield, died Feb. β of ons are the only people in the world
Laura Barden assisted in the post office tuberculosis. Mrs. Scribner was a mem- who speak of the home of their race as
ber of Oxford Grange, and bad held the the motherland. The Jews were and
dnring his absence.
Mrs. Columbia Dunham, Arthur Fla- office of lecturer for a number of terms.
Pales
are, the "Children of Israel."
vin aud Tbeothan Beaulieu spent the day She leaves a husband, a son, and a
tine was and is. to them always the
in Portland Saturday of last week.
daughter, a member of tbe senior class
Rome was
"Land of Our Fathers."
Harvey Corbett, who was in the United in Oxford High School.
"La
States Army, was brought here recently
Miss Hattie Andrews went to Gardiuer "Patrla" to her citizens. France ls
Patrie" to ber sons and daughters.
from Fort Niagara, Ν. Y., by a sergeant, Thursday to visit her twin brother, Orcorporal and orderly, and taken to tbe rington Andrews. They celebrated (heir Germany Is distinctively "the father
home of bis aunt, Mre. Alton Day, of Heventy·fifth birthday Feb. 14th.
land" to all Its people. The same is
Woodstock, by his brother, Moses CorMarian Starbird and Doris Andrews true of every existing nation of Impor-

Later in the week he was taken have returned to college after the midby the selectmen of Woodetock to the year vacation.
insane asylum at Augusta.
Tbe Congregational Ladies' Circle met
There will be an entertainment and Tuesday with Mrs. George Turner.
the
social at Good Will Hall under
The junior class In tbe high school
auspices of the Y. P. C. U. Tuesday presented the drama, "Brother Josiab,"
for
and
is
social
The
young
evening.
Friday evening, Feb. 12.
The entertainment is in
old alike.
of
the
of
the
Sunday
Hebron^
girls
young
charge
The aeniors took their class ride last
school, who are endeavoring to present
Social after entertain- week.
a good program.
ment. Home made candy and popcorn
Mias Chase, who was called to Paris
on sale. Come and enjoy yourselves and by the Illness of her sitter, Mrs. Will
«ncourage the girls. Admission 10 and Stearns, is expeced back this week.
a cents.
Mrs. W. E. Sargent went to New York
Ellsworth Curtis' horse, which was so Friday to visit her sister, Mrs. Scribner.
Mrs. Persian Everett, who is in the
seriously injured last week by getting
loose in the stall and when turning Central Maine General Hospital, Lewisaround cut himself so badly that he lost Ion, was given a post card shower Satura large amount of blood, is doing as well day.
The horse waa
as could be expected.
The Faculty tea at tbe Home Saturday
one of a very valuable span of work from 3:45 to 5:30 was a pleasant affair.
horses.
Miss Daisy Briggs Is visiting at A. G.
Frederick, the little son of Mr. and Bowman1·.
Mrs. F. R. Penley, remains in very poor
At the all-day meeting of Hebron
health.
Grange a class waa instructed in tbe
in
Berhas
been
C. L. Ridlon
Bangor,
fourth degree.
lin and several other cities during the
Z. L. Packatd W. R. C. held a meet
of
the
in
the
interest
Ellingweek
ing Friday, the 12tb, Lincoln's birthday.
past
wood Turning Compauy.
Miss Betildb Abbott Is with ber aunt,
Carter aDd Thomaa Estabrook of Mrs. Floyd Philbrick.
the Berlin Mill· Company have been in
Waterford.
this vicinity recently looking for large
Mrs. Ellen Buck and son Clarence
Y
maple trees to make rollers for the paper
machines.
were calling on her sister, Mrs. Emma
West Paris Grange held an all-day Abbott, last Friday.
and
entertained
Paris
Mr. and Mrs J. C. Harvey visited Mrs.
meeting Saturday
Tbey presented a good pro- Elizabeth Edgerly in South Paris SunGrange.
gram in tbe afternoon.
day.
A very interesting evening waa spent
Mr. and Mrs. Chaa. Damon and chilat Grange Hall Friday, when two games dren called on hie nieoe, Mrs. L. E. Abof basket ball were played. The flrat bott, Sunday.
was between Gould'a Academy and the
Mr. and Mrs. F. A. Damon and MasWest Paris team. Score 9 to 8 in favor ter Ellsworth Wheeler were visiting Mr.
Gould's. The second game was be- Damon's sister, Mrs. A. F. Aldricb, one
J of
tween the town team and the West Paris day recently.
Mrs. J. C. Harvey went to Twin
High School team. Score 15 to 13 in faBoth games Mountain, Ν. H., Friday morning, to
vor of the High School.
A large crowd see her sister, who is very ill with canwere hotly contested.
took part in the social wbloh followed oer.
tbe games.
Mrs. George Miller's shoulder is gainConcert of jubilee songs and plantation ing, we are glad to hear.
melodies at Grange Hall Wednesday
George Miller and Fred Riley are
ovenlng. The full program Is given on drawing logs on Crooked River.
the third page of this paper.
bett.

.uA„S'

Sumner.

Albany.

I. S. Morrill, who bas been at home a
Leroy Burgess and family have moved few daya, came back Tuesday to tbe
to Turner Tillage.
mill. They are getting ready to aaw

tance. so far as we are aware. Even
the national hymn of the United States
appeals to "Our Fathers' God." Brit
aln's children reverently think and
speak of their motherland.—Halifax

Chronicle.

Ocean Cablet.
The diameter of the Atlantic cable
varies according to the depth of the
water, the character of the bottom on
which It lies and the probabilities of
Interference from anchors, it is small
There Is litest In midoceun depths.
tle or no movement at the bottom, and
it ls impoftant that the cable should
Δ heavy ca
not have great weight
ble in deep water would be difficult to
bring up for repairs If such were need
In the shallow water a heavier
ed.
type of cable Is used. The types are
known as "shore end." "intermediate"
and "deep sea." The diameters of the

commercial cables are: Shore end, two
and three-quarter inches; Intermediate,
one and three-quarter Inches; deep sea.
one Inch.
He Was Acquainted.
The visitor to the links at Hayseedon-the-Mud bad had the oldest caddie
In the district allotted to him as bis

beast of burden.
"Well," said the visitor, "as you have
been living in the neighborhood ho
many years 1 suppose you know all the

Ins and outs of this place?"
"Oh, yes, sir—at least I am quite
familiar with the Inns," replied the

caddy.—Loudon Telegraph.

The Abeentminded Beggar.
Teacher—What did the handwriting
on the wall eay?
Johnny—You have
been weighed in the balance and found
wanting. Teacher—And what does that
mean? Johnny—That he forgot to drop
a penny in the weighing machine slot

—Philadelphia Ledger.

One Ca··.

"Can yon give me a single Instance
where the less was made to contain
the greater?"
"Oh, yes. I've seen a big woman
make herself small enough to go
through ber husband's pockets."—Baltimore American.

Quaint Old Harvard Hut··.

rale· and customs regulated
la
class day· at Harvard university
In 1601
the seventeenth century, for
the overseers ordered that the preelit
dent "from tltoe to time commend
of the
and
guardians
the
to
parents
students that commence that they profor
vide not above one gallon of wine
be sufficient
α student. Judging It to
corfor that occasion." In 1G93, "the
been informed that
having
poration
for
the custom taken up in the college
cake is
the commencera to have plum
dishonorable to the college, not grateto the
ful to wise men and chargeable
do therecommencera,
the
of
parents
In
fore put an end to that custom."
was de1727 a private commencement
for
termined upon and was observed
several years, but was not α success.
"no
The laws of 1734 provided that
commencera shall have at his cham-

Quaint

Ζ. L. MERCHANT & CO.

or

centers in the Wash

them."

The

Modern Necessities.
cost of
"One of the reasons for the
"Iles
living," observes a wise clubman.
un
In the fact that people buy wholly
a conversation
had
I
things.
necessary
with the proprietor of a novelty shop
A
in Fifth avenue a few days ago.
atten
sliiny object had attracted my
tlon, and 1 inquired about its use.
said

the

pick

proprietor,

forked at the end?'
"
'People use that

new

materials oiler

Standard Patterns
Used in connection with the lovely Cotton Fabrice

especially

shown result in

being

Of Winter Cojts, Suits,

size

and oJd lots of Merchandise

of a nut: what Is that for?'
"'That's a tampon n«erl to press
on
down stamps after sticking them

attractive attire.

Inventory Sale

Our After

tlsh out thing»»
they have dropped into carafes.'
"
'That square or morocco about the
to

Dresses, Waists, Dress Skirts
gathered from
quickly.

difTerent

depart-

ments which we wish to close out

envelopes

"'That ornamental liox vviiu a whole
battery of iliiu- bmshca.*'
'Those are to clean other brushes,
brushes to clean hairbrushes, brushes
York
to clean toothbrushes "—New

Coats and Suits,

none more

than Half-Price,
them

Post.

Stratagem Versus Perfidy.
The laws of war have always dis
tingui-shed sharply between stratagem
and pertidy. It is u legitimate strata
anil tek£cm to send bo^us signals

now

Progress

Now in

'art

up letters one
gilded pincers
has placed on the letter scales.
"'And that ivory stick, carved ami
to

great interest

seasons

Goods section.

fascinating possibilities to clever
fingers in developing Suite, Gowns, Waists and Children's
Dresses for the coming season.

brandy, rum or distilled liqcomposition made with uny of

'Those.'

materials emerge

new

the so-called between

during

and

or

any

coming of February

With the

or

uors or

Spring Ginghams, Percales
and Crepe Chiffon

New

any plum cake, plain cake
hot meats of uny kind except
pies
hall
whnt Is left of the dinner In the
bers

Showing Today of

First

even

of

some

less

Special Subscription

Offer

graph messages and bo^us dispatcher·
the
or newpnpers. to be Intercepted by
of
the
enemy's
use
make
to
enemy;
signals, bugle calls, watchwords nnd
words of command or to clothe the
ot
men of u single unit in the uniform
several units, so that the prisoners and
dead may give tue idea of a large force.

tend this oiler to any

truth

Only 30 cents for 12 consecutive
issues of the big improved Designer.

During this month of February we will accept renewsubscriptions for the Designer that expire this month,
March or April. Not only renewal orders but we will exed

On the other hand. It is perlidv to
t.':ke adruntage of the enemy by deliberate lyiiu or deception wheu thenis a inor.il obligation to speak the
It would be perfidy, for in

stance, to pretend an
noue had been agreed
suspension of arms by
late a sate conduct or
or agreemerr. to fin»

armistice when
on. to break α

surprise,

Now is the time to subscribe.

to νιο

any other truce
on the enemy's

ONE PRICE CASH STORE.

uniform.—Louden Opinion.

Theodos.a Once Great Corn Port.
Theodosia. the Crimean port, bears
It
ne ot the oldest names in Europe.
was founded In the seventh century
II. C. by the Greeks of .Miletus and
In
!>ecame a great exporter of corn.
me year alone of the fourth century
(J. Theodosia sent 2,10υ,υυυ meilimii (n medimnus equals twelve gallousi
How climate in>Γ corn to Athens.
tluences history is Illustrated by the
act that the Crimea, which had so
much corn to spare hi antiquity, has
η our time had to be fed from Russia.
It is very probable," says Momuisen,
that the extraordinary drought, which
·< the chief obstacle now to agriculture in the Crimea, has been greatly
ncreased by the disappearance of the
forests of central and southern Russia, which formerly to some extent proected the coast provinces from the
>arching northeast wind."

Voilt*
1 U

patriarch

Bunkum.

we are

no reason

selling

such

why

he should

look

High-Class
Boys' Clothing

At way down prices -prices that will make you open your
eyes when you realize what you are getting for the money
expended. We sell the kind that wears well, looks well,
since made this store the leading store for
and has

long

hoys' clothing in
fore

the

Enforced against
y to the world.
Vlexander 11. Stephens It would have
leprlved American history of one of
ts noblest tigures.-New York Times.

Ancient Origin of Military Salute.
When did the military salute come
into use? It certainly dates from the
earlier half of the flfteeuth century,
says the St. James' Gazette. In the
Humanae
Salvatlonls,"
"Speculum
which was Issued before the Invention
of printing by movable types, there is
an exceedincly quaint illustration In
which Abraham is represented as sais
luting Melchlsedec The
In medieval armor and apparently on
guard, and It would seem that Mel
chlsedec is bringing him refreshments
of water, and the salute is distinctly
the military one still in use.

And there is

otherwise, when

he blind Miltons, the deaf Becthovens.
:he hunchback Alexander Popes, the
•lubfoot Byrons, the helpless Pres'Otts.
V rule that would have deprived Heine
>t an education would bave been cost-

ashore b.v the assistance of the nutives
-London Standard.

Of Him

You want hiin to look nice at all times—what mother
does not?

In danger
>t
forgetting that there are other
We cannot do
h lugs In the world too.
without the rousuinptive Stevensons.

they came very near to being drowned.
According to French accounts. Napoleon saved his army by his presence
of mind, ordering his cavalry to scatter in ever}- direction to multiply the
chances of coming on shallow water,
and thus finding a line by which he
and his people were extricated. The
people of Suez, snys Klnglake, declare
that Napoleon lost his horse, got thoroughly submerged and was only llshed

^ Course
You're
Proud

Boy

we are

The Red Sea Route.
When Napoleon Invaded Egypt by
way of Suez he attempted to cross the
Red sea at the spot assigned by tradition to the crossing of the Children
of Israel. He and his horsemen, how
ever, seem, unintentionally, to have im
itnted Pharaoh rather than Moses, for

MAINE

NORWAY,

World's Debt to the Unfit.
The world owes much to the physl
•ally unfit. It would be less worth living In today byt for the brilliant consumptives and cripples and blind and
in
ieaf men who have enriched It.
•ur craze for etlicieucy and for stand

irdlzlng everything

subscriber.

new

this

buying your boy
time spent.

vicinity.
a

visit

Kindly

store be-

our

suit.—You will be well

repaid

for

pair of Queen Quality and Boston

A few more

Favorite Shoes at HALF PRICE.

EASTMAN & ANDREWS
CLOTHIERS AND FURNISHERS

South Paris.

Square,

31 Market

CASTORIA

For Infants and Children.

Tti Kind You Han Alwavs Bought

Bears the

S:h'"Tre

The New Federal Reserve Act
which became
commerce

operative November 16, 1914, will stimulate trade,
manufacturing. By mobilizing the supply of gold
resertes, and providing a sure and sufficient supply

and

and the bank

of currency and

a

disturbances such

largely

As

place
as

of re-discount, the

this country has

seen

possibility

of financial

in the past, will be

removed.
a

member of the Federal Reserve Association, The

Norway-

National Bank of Norway Maine will have a part in promoting the
better conditions made possible by a sound and elastic currency ad-

justed

to the needs of

controlled in

Why
keeps

a

business, and

greatly superior

way that did not make for permanent

not entrust

your financial affairs

abreast of the times and is

to an

to the old one

prosperity.

institution which

steadily growing

stronger all

Politicians are prone to talk "bunkum." And we so call It because when

the time ?

member speaking In the United
States congress was Interrupted b.v
the others leaving, he said: "Never
mind, I'm mlldng to Buncombe." meaning Buncombe county, N. C., whence
be came.

THE NORWAY NATIONAL BANK

a

Daughter (sweet eighteen. Joyfully»—
Why. neither do Harold and I, daddy!
We've decided

on

high

noon I—Puck.

BLANKETS

HORSE

Against Hi· Will.
New Parson—And what is your husband, Mrs. Brown? Mrs. Brown-Well,
sir, 'e ain't exactly a policeman, but 'e
goes with 'em a good deaL—London
Ta tier.

Norman Bell was iq Rumford Wednes- dowel timber.
day.
Mr, and Mra. Frank Gibaon and baby
Mr. and lfrs. Harold Hollia are receiv- from West Bethel spent Saturday night
ing congratulations on the birth of a 7 and Sunday at S. G. Bean's.
Mr. and Mra. H. T. Sawin and son
pound daughter.
Mrs. A. D. McPherson was called to Glyndon, Mr. and Mrs. R. E. L. Farwell,
btrattoo )aet Saturday by the serious III· Mr. and Mra E. R. Bartlett and babies,
riess of her daughter, who ia under the and Mike Eagle were at S. G.
Bean's
Your Own Fault·.
nurse and two doctor·. Sunday.
*Jtr*,D®d
oe^.of
Most of ns η re quick enough at seeIs
Poland
Ellen
A. E. Cross and C. D. Connor are
gaining slowly.
their I ing what we have to put up with from
Corry Bonney recently bought a bora· Iiaoling loga to MorriU'a mill to be taw- When men are rightly occupied
imuaement grows out of their work, aa ] others, but we forget what others bar· ;
of a Lewiston party.
ed.
Effle Bonney la taking care of Mr·.
Mra. Addle Connor baa gone to Betbel be color petals out of the fruitful to put op with from us.
;
1
Harold Hollia aod baby.
j
loww.-Realda.
I to keep boa·· for Mr. Lan·.

NORWAY, MAINE.

OF

Not Too Early.
Father (sternly)—Elizabeth, you know
I don't believe In eurly marriages.

DOWN

MARKED

AT THE TUCKEB HARNESS STORE
Now is the time

to

get

a

good

James N.
91

Horse Blanket

or a

Fur Robe cheap*

Favor, ZSiϊίΚ2"~

MAIIM 8TREKT,

NORWAY, MAINS*

The Oxford Democrat
South Paris.

Mr·. L. C. Smiley will go to Mauanext week, to vialt frienda for a
while and go to the markets later.

POST orne*.

south
7:30

a.

M.to7:30

t,
.**4

î

χ

:Ka«* 5 38 a.m.. express, dally;
.a!, dally except Sunday ; 3 «7 p. m

wo

.litllV.
West 3 « a. m.. express, dally;
..local, dally except Sunday; 8:57 p.m..

iipreeo. tally.
K'rst
w

Mrs. Cliaton Mcalllster and son of Anburn are spending the week with Mrs.
Mcalliater'a parente, Mr. and Mrs. Geo.
M. Giles.
R. L. Cumminga haa purchased the interest of L. S. Billinga and Alton C.
Wheeler in the Camming* Manufacturing Co., and will continue the hoaiDeaa,
with some additions.

P.M.

OIUÏU THCNK EAILWAT.
It. glontn* Sept.
1913,
THAÏS® LEAVE SOUTH Ρ A *18
4

afternoon.

Maine. February 16. iQif chuaetta

SOUTH PARIS.
'»®ce Hour»

The W. C. T. U. will hold a memorial
with Sin.
Sosie Chapman

meeting
Tuesday

omom

One of the events of the season will be
the K. of P. ball March 4. Dancing on
both doors with muaic by Sbaw'a Orcbeatra for round dances and Dunham'a
Orchestra for contra dancea.

Hamlin Lodge, K. of P., will work the
Rank of Knight at the meeting Friday
a. m· ; Y. P. S. C. Β. βΛΟ
evening of thia week and will serve reChurch
t oning service 7.Ό0 p.
freshments.
A rehearsal of the .rank
.".!n< Wednesday evening: at 7:30 p. at.
are
In
team Tuesday evening at 7:30.
cordially
; .erwlse connected,
.re rational Church. Rev. ▲. I. McΙ'·./Ί 'Γ. Preaching service. 10a ϋ.;

ο <:i

-ir

■

«

·.

Somervllle a few daya alnce, Hazel
delicacies, sbowln
many
Mrs
painstaking efforts In its preparation am aged 7, only daughter of Mr. and
serving. Altogether the affair was on 9 John Emery, wan shot by ber littli
of the pieasanteat of the winter. Tbos 5 brother, Leland, aged 9. He wan play
Hugh W. Haswell, e well known printer of Lewiston and prominent in Demowere Mrs. Alma Harrlman, Mrs
log with the gun, In the absence of hii
present
and
New
A. L. Back was In Boston
cratic politics in that city, ha· been apJune Hntcbins, Miss Sara Mayberry parent* from the room, when in some
a
Mrs. Alice Adkins, Mrs. Pannle (Boyn way it waa diaoharged, blowing off part
pointed printing clerk In the office of the York several days last week, making:
state auditor, displacing Joseph W. business trip in the interest of the, ton) Young,
Miss Helen Cole, Mis ι of her bead.
Thomas Smiley store.
Grenier of Augusta.
Bertha Mann, Miss Jennie Mann, Mia ι
|
atthe
met
Club
The Barton Reading
Rideout and Miss Maud Pike COLDS ARE OFTEN MOST SERIOUS
State Commissioner of Agriculture home of Mrs. William Jones on PleM- Florence
STOP POSSIBLE COMPLICATIONS
William T. Guptill has appointed Ed- ant Street
There
aftemoon.
Thursday
Basket Ball.
ward J. Cady of Portland as field agent was the usual roll call and reading from
The disregard of a cold baa often
in charge of the gypsy
the Bay View Magasine.
brought many a regret. The faot uf
J?
.mot]l.wor*
34
is.
Maine, succeeding Major Edward
committee of Norway High Ν H. 8. 38; WESTBROOK SEMINARY
The
aneezing, csugbing, or a fever abould be
Pbilbrook of Portland.
School Alumni Association having the
Those who had gotten the idea into warning enough that your ayitem need*
a
th^r heads that Norway High were go immediate attention. Certainly loaa of
George Saunders, 70 years of age, 'who matter ol ..curloi food. tor
out letter· to ing to have an eaay time in
aleep la moat aerioua. It ia a warning
came from Massachusetts to West M mot um in charge, are sending
Weetbrook Seminary team in the ga
given by nature. It Is a man's duty to
about five years ago, was killed by a all members of the asscciation
himself to aasist by doing his part. Dr.
for donations. The amouo
at the Opera House Friday
passenger train on a crossing at that
JJ? King's New Discovery Is based on a scito rdse fi.OW,
place Wednesday. He is sa d to have ten dollars. It is hoped
is badly In need of a
entific analysis of colds. 50i. at your
been somewhat hard of hearing.
I and as the school
druggist. Buy a bottle to-day.
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die Family Marketing and Budget.
I wonder how many honeewlve· realise that much of the family comfort depend· on the way In which they market.
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Third, giving the order to the grocery
jr market by telephone.
Undoubtedly, the last 1· the easiest for
the housewife, and some things can be
said in it· favor. She can think out
:arefully beforehand just what ehe is
She can,
jut of, and needs for the day.
tlso, ask prices and find oat something
articles
In
the
jt the quality of
question.
Using the 'phone for marketing is conwho
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the
venient, especially
keeps no maid, or is kept at home by
jmall children.
As to the grocer's call for the order,
much can be said in favor of this plan
for the grocer. For one thing, he is sure
^f the customer's trade. And be usnaly can make a larger sale, by having his
joy or man well versed in the stock on
ïiand, for tbe day.
This way of marketing, also, has its
idvantages for tbe housewife, if she,
ioo, is looking out for her interests aDd
ioes not allow herself to order things
the really does not need or care for, just
It is a great comfort to
:o be obliging.
[eel that, let the weather be what it may,
:be matter of food for the family has
dp en provided for.
Of the first method of marketing, that
>f going in person to the market and
lelecting one's eatables, much can be
•aid in its favor. It may be the most
iconomicai or just tbe reverse, according
•jo whether the housewife decides before
joing just what she will and will not

Falling Bod)··.

Men from the Michigan College of
Mines made some Interesting expert
men ta with falling bodies In tbe deep
vertical shaft of a copper mine at Calumet, wblcti. sa ye Machinery, baa three
of tbe deepest abaft· in the world
Tbe experimenters tried to drop Into
a box of clay 4.200 feet below two

metal balls two Inches in diameter, one
from the center of a abaft nine feet
wide and thirty feet long and one from

of It Neither of
the southwest
the balls reached tbe box of clay. One
corner

waa never

found; the other, probably
waa

the one dropped from the center,
found lodged in the timbers in tbe east
side of the shaft. 800 feet from tbe sur
face. In fact bodies dropped Into the
ahaft invariably lodged in tbe east
wail, because tbe earth rotates on Its
If a load of
axis from west to east
most of
ore were spilled Into the shaft
It would cling to tbe aide of the abaft
or

land

on

tbe levels to the east

A Newspaper Dictionary
Burly Negro—Any colored man ar-

rested.

Engineer—The

man

who gets blamed

(8ee probe.)
Qentleman Burglar—A thief with a
collar. (See Raffles.»
Joy Ride—What precedes an automo
See broker.!
bile accident,
Loot—Goods found in a flat in Har
for a railroad accident
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By P. A. MITCHEL
1HM M-H-frH-H 1 1 Μ

Hit

Napoleon. the great Napoleon,

was

fund of golug about Incognito among
tli*.· people be governed and getting
fi-oiii tbeui tbeir views concerning him-

One day, dressed
In ordinary civilian costume, be left
thi' palace by a side door and, walking
along the Rue de Rivoli, entered tbe
garden of tbe Tuileries. Tbat was
self and tils acta.

tban a hundred years ago. Tbe
and tbe
space between tbe palace
Place de la Ooncorde was not then
tbe barren looking area it la now, bat
a veritable garden filled wltb flowers.
more

Napoleon bad but recently bumbled
Prussia, and tbe French people were
celebrating tbe anniversary of one of
bis victories. Seeing a young army of·

Millionaire—A man who owns bis fleer sitting on a bench alone, the emhim and be(See divorce.)
own home.
peror took a seat beside
"
Plot—Something that Is thwarted gan a conversation with him.
10
"Do you think this man Bonaparte,"
(See foiL)
asked Napoleon, "is a great general Γ
Pretty Girl—Any female.
"I think tbe Emperor Napoleon to be
Scanty Attire-What people escape
AT
FUR
from burning buildings In.
the greatest general who ever Uved,"
Sleuth—A detective in the headlines. was tbe reply.
reSociety Leader—A woman who
"What: Greater than Julius Caeaar?'
turns from Europe.
"1 am not familiar with the cam>uy.
Twenty-four Hours—The period In paigns of Caesar."
1 recently asked my grocer which of which the police expect to catch the
"Well, young man, If you were you
he three ways bo preferred to have hie murderer.—Puck.
would know that Napoleon ia but an
"I
said
use.
he,
;ustomers
pre"Oh,"
ONE PRICE CLOTHIERS
Imitation of the great Roman."
fer to have them come to the store, for
Satan'· Way.
"Tbat may be; but, if it is. Napoleon
:hen they usually buy more on seeing
MAINE.
Mrs. Kilgoro was the pretty young Is tbe only imitation we have had In
NORWAY,
he different things."
One
Having tried all three methods, sepa- wife of the elderly village pastor.
eighteen centuriee."
rately, and combined them all, at times, day she went Into the city with a
This pleased the emperor very much.
the
how
think
much
[
depends upon
friend and, among other things, bought He Inquired the regiment to which the
as to the time at
is
situated
housekeeper
a new frock.
and his name.
young man belonged
tier disposal, her chance to get out, and
"Another frock, my dear?" said her Then be arose from bis seat and strollout
think
to
her
much
on
ability
very
"Did you need another?'
tier orders carefully before she places husband.
ed away. Presently seeing an aged
"Yes." said tbe wife, hesitatingly. man, the emperor took α seat beside
them by any method.
so
was
In conclusion, I would say that all "I do need it und, besides. It
him wltb a view to drawing bis views
three methods are good, but the house- pretty that the devil tempted me."
of
experience as be had drawn those
wife must do the thinking, without
"But you should have said, 'Get thee of
youth.
which no method will be successful.
behind me. Satan.' Have you forgot"Our people," said Napoleon, "seem
EXPENSE BUDGET
ten that?"
to be going mad over this Corslcon,
of
made
the
question
Very closely related to
"Oh, nol But that was what
monsieur. What do you think of him?"
bills is tbe family expense budget. I the trouble, bubby dear. I said, *Get
"He Is tbe center of one of those
tiave found it a great help in running a
thee behind me. Satan.' and he did. storms that periodically sweep over
a
almost
make
liome
to
show
expense
monthly
We can
anyup
you
but be whispered over my shoulder, large tracts.
They grow fiercer till
budget. Other concerns or institutions,
in the
reacb a climax, then instead of
which lay claim to business ability, have 'It Just fits you beautifully
they
thing you want in the line of footmonthly expense budget by which back!' And 1 just had to take It then." dying slowly, aa they started, end sudthey are guided and by which they com- —Harper's Magazine.
denly."
pute their profits or losses. Why should
wear, our stock is very
Napoleon started, but inwardly; bis
uot tbe home be conducted on tbe same
Tommy Atkins.
control of himself, except when he
nane basis?
The use of tbe name Tommy Atkins, wished to Impress some one with the
are
and our
Something liko the following budget
to the British soldiers, dates aw fulness of bis wrath, was perfect.
applying
the
averof
meet
the
requirements
may
In 1857
back to tbe Indian mutiny.
The speaker did not see bow deeply
for
each
it
ia
Of
home.
course,
age
when the rebellion broke out In Luck
own
bis companion bad been touched by
make
her
to
budget:
housekeeper
Res
now all tbe Europeans fled to tbe
his words.
Kent, or its equivalent in taxes,
ldency. On their wuy they came upon
"After Napoleon what?" asked the
9
repairs, etc
a private of the Thirty-second regiment emperor.
Groceries
Meat ....
"There should be tbe republic, but
(Duke of Cornwall's Light infantry)
Milk ....
They France Is among a number of nations
ou sentry duty at an outpost.
Other goods
urged bim to make his escape with which thla Bonaparte la antagonizing.
NORWAY, MAINE.
OPERA HOUSE BLOCK,
Light
them, but be would uot do so and was There ls In the Place du Carrousel, in
"

Suits and Overcoats

COST

COATS

H. B. FOSTER CO.

Now is the Time to

Buy

FOOTWEAR
complete

always right.

prices

Ε. N. SWETT SHOE CO.

Fuel

Telephone 38-2

3VERMST1C

Labor
Church

^/ERIASTir HS0SLTa
$1.60,-1.90,-2.25

per square

SOLD ONLY BY

KoofiNG

S. P. Maxim & Son
Maine

South Paris,

r

will examine if you are prudentwill buy if you are smart-Tour hardware at the
modern hardware store of

J. P. Richardson,
South Paris,

....

Maine.

BUY

GOODVEAR GLOVE RUBBERS
get the best grades. I carry

and

all

styles for

women,

men,

boys, youths,

misses and children.

Prices about the
ferior

same as

in-

grades.

W. 0.

Frothingham,
Maine.

South Paris,

His uhdip happened to be
killed.
Thomas Atkins, and so throughout the
mutiny campaign when a daring deed
"a
was done tbe doer was said to be

....

Laundry

Green Mountain Sitos!
EVERY FARMER SHOULD HAVE ONE

Telephone
Daily paper

regular Tommy Atkins "—Exchange.

Total

$
allowance,

If the housewife has an
the should, on which to run the house,
she can soon tell by comparison with her

budget,

whether she is

running

as

it witbiD

tbe means allotted for that purpose. In
this way ehe can curtail or increase her
expenditures and always know just how
■the stand·» financially—a very good thing
for a housewife to know. Any woman
who gives such a plan a fair trial will
never, I feel sure, go back to a random
way (it dealing witn

nor

ena

οι ine

nership.

part-

School Lunches.
I am not eo far removed from the time
that I carried a lunch box as not to bave
nome ideas about the matter, also, I have
Lad ample opportunity to note tbe contente of tbe average child's dinner-pail.
Greater simplicity seem· to me to be
the desideratum—less cake and pie, and
A bit of meat
more of the substantiels.
or cheese or a hard-cooked egg is an addition to good bread and butter much
coveted by most youngsters. And in tbe
country, where fresh eggs can be bad
nearly tbe year around, they should hold
the average child's
a large place in

Barriers.

SOUTH

PARIS, MAINE.

STANDARD

"Bonaparte will not stop till he has
the theater. He—What Is It? She
—Put all the fat men on the end seats arrayed every nation In Europe against
and get them so Interested in the per him. Even his alliance with Austria
formance that they will not leave their by bis marriage with a daughter of the
neats between tbe acts.—Richmond house of Hapsburg will not keep that
people from turning against blm when
Tlmes-Dlsputch.
the final united effort to kill him
Both Heard.
comes."
Clinton—Did you get in without your
Napoleon made no reply to this. He
Clublast
night?
wife hearing you
en* eMth fnlritvl nrmn hid rhin hurled
loiirh—Vr»· nnr without niv hearlne her
In the ruffles of bis shirt front, bis
either.—Boston Transcriptbeaver bat drawn down over his eyes.
Presently be straightened op and
Different Now.
asked:
In the sixteenth century It was cne"Wbat bas been your occupation,
touiary In Germany to Ret up at 5 your sphere in life, monsieur?'
to
5
and
at
so
o'clock, dine at 10, sup
"I have been everything—notary, Jourat

bed at 8.

Now that my body Is
not fit for exertion 1 simply think."
"Will the antagonism excited by
Bonaparte live beyond the present cen-

nalist historian.

Hundreds of health articles appear in

business

philosophically.

The years do slip by so fast. Let's
try to enjoy the obildren a little more
»aoh day of this one.

•

Send for Catalogue.

South Paria.

and bladder alimenta. A. E. Shurtleff
Paris. Andrews à Johnson,
Paria.

Co., South

It Is worse than foolish to "hate" any
part of your work. At least take your

MACHINES.

W. J. WHEELER &

yon?"

help

Wholemeal makes more nourishing
"Yes; tbe plumes, especially, tickle
puddings, cakes, sauces, than does white me very much."
flour; the cost is tbe same, or less.
SEVENTY YEARS OLD
Potatoes should always be boiled,
baked, or steamed In the skins. Peeling
George W. Clough, Prentiss, Misa.,
potatoes is so often attended by waste. who bad suffered greatly with kidney
The steaming of vegetables, instead of trouble writes: "Foley Kidney Pilla are
boiling will prevent tbe most valuable the only remedy that ever did me any
part of these foods being lost. If boil· good at all." Just tbink of tbe relief
ing is preferred, the water in which they and comfort tbat means to him. Foley
have been boiled should be utilized for Kidney Pills are reoommended for aleep
soup stock, just in the same way as disturbing bladder troubles, pain in
meat stock is used.
sides or back, rheumatism,- and kidney

Hints.

SEWING

CO.,

pay a
its loan to France."
"Why do you think that?' asked the

FIVE CENTS PROVES IT.
A.Generous Offer. Cut ont this ad,
encinne with 5 cents to Foley A Co., Chitri- tury?"
cago, 111., and they will eeDd yon our
"I think it will."
al package containing Foley's Honey and
"And these people he has conquered
Tar Compound for coughs, colds, croup,
lunch.
bronchial and iagrippe coughs; Foley will revenge themselves on France?'
Eggs have been analyzed and found to Kiduey Pills and Foley Cathartic Tab"They will. These wars of Napoleon
contain a chemical known as lecithin— lets. For sale In your town by A. E. will leave France exhausted. The
peoone egg having as much as 16 grains of Shurtleff Co., South Parie.
&
Andrews
ple our descendants have to fear are"—
cbis substance, hence just one egg eaten Johnson, Paris.
"The Russians?"
a day will give tone, vitality and activity
"No; at least not for many years.
This will make
to tbe brain aud nerves.
"May it please your Honor, I am deaf
Never be in one ear," remarked the unwilling jury- The Russians have a large territory
man "50 percent efficient."
guilty of putting a soft-cooked egg into man. "Then leave tho box," replied the and enough to do to take care of their
4 lunch-pail.
It is unhandy end untidy judge, "a juror must hear both sides." own Internal affairs."
co eat.
Enjoy these at the table, in tbe
"The Prussians?"
AFTER MANY YEARS
home. 1 believe many pupils do not do
"Not the Prussians alone. But some
menwork
because
school
J. L Southere, Eau Claire, Wis.,
satisfactory
future Prussian king will realize that
of
rein
eat
starved.
wrote
I
writes: "Years ago
They
enough,
tally
you
if he can unite the German people be
course, but their diet is hit-or-miss, aud gard to great results I obtained from
After all these may burl them against our descendants
their food is often lacking in the very Foley Kidney Pills.
things most needed to vitalize the men- years I have never had a return of thoee Itnd crush them. Prussia will never be
ial forces.
terrible backaches or sleepless nights; I content till she has recovered all the
Anyone that carries a lunch eats under am permanently cured." Men and wom- prestige that bas been wrested from
sjreat disadvantages. The food is cold. en, young and old, Bud this reliable rem- ber
by Bonaparte. 1 question if she
This of itself is a hindrance to digestion edy relieves
rheumatism,
backache, will be
etrong enough for that without
*nd takes much of the body heat. Tbe stiff joints, and ills caused by weak or
of all the German people"
eating is accomplished as speedily as diseased kidneys or bladder. A. E. the help
"Well, suppose some king of Prussia
possible, hence tbe mastication is neg- Shurtleff Co., South Paris. Andrews &
unites the Germans and recovers the
lected and this means more work for the Johnson, Paris.
stomach and affects tbe nerves.
high position that bas been taken from
don't
"If
mamma
see
said,
you
"Gertie,"
Let those that put up the lunch
her. What then?"
that it is given a neat and dainty appear- stop your crying you'll never go to
"What then? Why, France will nevto Heavwant
to
don't
"1
Heaven."
a
Put
go
it.
Children appreciate
ance.
she baa got it back
to go to the same place you er be content till
want
I
bim
let
en,
in
his
pail. Occasionaly
napkin
again."
find a handful of shelled nuts (walnuts, do," replied Gertie.
"How will she do that?"
almonds, chestnuts,)or fat raisins or curCROUP AND WHOOPING COUGH
the
rants, or a few bits of rock candy, taffy,
k "Now you are getting beyond
Mrs. T. Neureuer, Eau Claire, Wis., vision of the keenest thinker.
Of
or a caramel stowed away in tbe corner
Comand
Tar
of the box. It will prove a delightful says: "Foley's Honey
what shall happen within another cenata
of
severe
very
"find" to the child. Enoourage chil- pound cured my boy
tury I cannot think; I can only feel."
dren to eat tbe dainty after the other tack of croup after others bad failed.
The old man's face assumed a
of
bis
children
cured
milkman
Our
food.
expression. There was a fara
has
dreamy
forty
or
cough."
Foley's
The old-fashioned nutcake
dough- whooping
turnout that used to be common in old fami- years record of similar cases. Contains away look In his eyes. Napoleon
lies is an excellent cake for the lunch- no opiates. Always insist on Foley's. ed and fixed his own eyee—eyes that
A. E. Shurtleff Co., South Parla. An- did not dream, but commanded—upon
box.
Then teach the children not to bolt drews & Johnson, Paris.
h!m. Presently the speaker continued:
their food. Reward them in some way,
with a hope of success, for one reaare yon doing doctor?" asked a
"What
that will readily suggest itself to the juman who entered as a physician was vac- son alone, to say nothing of others—the
dicious parent, for taking a long time to
cinating a patient. "Scraping an ac- invading force will starve."
eat.
"Then," rejoined the old man, his
quaintance," was the reply.
Non-Flesh Food.

A. W. WALKER & SON,

grandchildren

children or
pretty price for
our

She—I've Just thought of an excellent plan for fostering better manners emperor.

The farmer who has a silo appreciates its value. We are
Vegetarians regard this to be an op- newspapers and magazines, and in pracportunity of suggesting the adoption of tioally every one of them the importance
agents for the Green Mountain, the recognized leader in the a vegetarian diet, since it is a fact capa- of keeping the bowels regular is emphacountry. The lumber in these silos is saturated in creosote ble of scientific proof, that a nourishing, sized. A constipated condition invitee
healthy diet may be provided from veg- disease. A dependable physic that acts
which prolongs the life of the wood many years. Place your etarian
foods at less cost than when without
inconvenience or griping is
order for one now, so to have ample time to get it ready for flesh is used. Beins, peas, lentils and found in Foley Cathartio Tablet·. A.
cheese contain, weight for weight, more E. Shurtleff Co., South Parle. Andrew·
the fall harvest.
natriment than do beef, mutton, or & Johnson, Parle.
We have the Blizzard cutter and blower, and as good poultry.
Brown bread used in place of white
"Don't aome of tbe decoratlonl on
engine as there is made for the money.
tbe food value of a meal.
will
women's hats amuse

CALL AND SEE US BEFORE BUYING.

of the Tuileries, a bronze group
of horses drawing a chariot This Napoleon took from the Prussians. They
will not rest till they get It bock. Berear

sides, they will make

Don't forget a handful of salt In the
rinse water these cold wash-days, to
keep the clothes from freezing to the

line.

Pleasure doesn't ootne begging.
ready to enjoy It or It will pass you

Be

by.

We are pnssing oat of an age of speculate philosophy into one of actuallThis American. Franklin, who
ties.
:
was here before the Revolution, has
believe,
1
Held.
pointed out a uew
there is a valuable power In steam,
which another American has already ;
applied tu driving a boat Ducing the
present century the people of the civ· ;

lighting with prophetic fervor,
"perhaps the good God will suggest to
hie stupid peoples to establish an international court"
MÂh, monsieur! But will It avail unless based on that which upholds all
our courts-forcer
Napoleon paused and appeared to be
lost in deep thought When he spoke
again the light of prophecy shone in
eye

bis eyes.
"You bave spoken of wbat these two
Americans have done, the one in electricity, the other in steam. I see In
a
hundred years from now armies
moved by either one or both of these
powers.
Posterity will not cease to

make war; It will rather enlarge the
scope of war. Who knows but that
they will flgbt in the air and under the
sea? Who knows but that some emperor of the future will succeed where
Bonaparte bas failed in striking perfidious Albion through the atmosphere
or by first destroying ber navy from

time—with him.

Relieved of the

cas·

ualtles of war. our European populaIt may be that it
tion will increase.
will spread to new continents.
"Mechanical devices will be extend-

j

i

FUR GLOVES

"Suppose that a century from now,
a united Germany shall attempt to
crush France. What then?"
The old man thought for some time
without replying. Then be said:

Boys'

and

Men's

quent"

ANDREWS & JOHNSON

Suits, Overcoats, Mackinaws, Odd Trousers,

PARIS HILL

Russian Vests, Lamb Lined Coats, Winter
Underwear, Sweaters, Flannel Overshirts.

"A group of nations Is forming to
:
crush Bonaparte. This will be the beginning of groups of allies yet to come.
Some statesmen will see the advanwith a
tage of uniting several nations
view to controlling Europe. This will

CHIMNEY FLUE STOPPERS

It will cost but little.

Make Yourself Comfortable.

Command See Us.
We will give you courteous treatment.

lead to a counter group""And when war comes It will be between these groups and all Europe
will be Involved. I see. Never mind
the political consequences of these alliances. Give me the military Issues."
"In η hundred years the people of

F. H. Noyes Co.

more

thousands will then be mllllous. The
killed and wounded and prisoners of
war instead of being counted by thousands will be hundreds of thousands."
"And the battle line." Napoleon put
In. "will be 50. 100, perhaps 200 miles
long."

!

FUR COATS, FUR CAPS

stop war."
"You arc wrong, monsieur. Wnr will
never cease."
"Well, then. It will grow less fre-

than doubled,
perhaps quadrupled. Armies that nre
of
now composed of a few hundreds

J

prices.

Into every department Including
war.
Having swifter means of slaugh-.
ter. the nations win be more loath to
fight one another. That I believe, will

[

That
That will fit.
If in need send

Norway

(2 Stores)

South Paris

Carload

a

Real Estate

of

FOR SALE !

until Fall.

be fed"—

Write

"Perhaps 2.000.000."

we

a

the enemy's

capital.

Suppose

35 Market

Square,

cuuuun ηπ^ω^

these cold

will be required, llow can
many
an lnvadlug force expect to move these
enormous
weights over roads awl

nights

with

MAINE

Blue Hot Water
Guaranteed for

each.

bridges destroyed by u retiring eneBelieve me. my friend, when
my?
that day comes wur will be α dead-

Maximum

a

2

Bottle,

$2

co

a

d

LI be
commltt
paid. Your

know

shortly began to nrrlve from America.
To multiply coiners was to multiply
forgers, and thus the coining machine
became a necessity of state. A laminating mill and screw coining press was
Invented In Italy 1547. Spain 1548,
France 1558 and Englund 1501. reign

serve

we can

appeal

PRICE

you BEST if

QUALITY
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50
Sioultry.

Poeitioo on a Urni fur young man, a/»
to farm work, weight 150, β
liealth. Wage* expected $10 per m
for HrHt year, and laundry and mend it i
lone free. Addren»—

and

l·}, uned

to you.

WALTER WBEKLER.

South Pari*. M«-

Legislative Notice.
Oxford

The
will

give

a

County

public hearing

delegatio
on

the

Rumfurd Court House Matter
it the Senate

On

Chamber in Augu>ti.

Friday,

Feb. 19th. at

Two O'clock, P. M.
G. W. Q. PERHAM, Secretarj
60 YEARS'
EXPERIENCE

FOLEY
KIDNEY
PILLS

Canada'· Size.

The area of the Dominion of Canada
is 8,658,040 «quare miles. The area of
continental United States is 8,025,000
square miles. Canada Le as big as the
United States with a territory to spare
that Is 03 large as three German empires und the state of New York.—New

C0r

x

Trade Marks
Designs
Copyrights Ac.

K.sHURTLKKK CO.,
A. L. CLARK DRUG CO..

*i>tcial

Scientific American.

than bread and butter
when the bread is made
from William Tell Flour.
Nothing more wholesome,
either, or a better food for
growing: children, because
William Tell is made from
Ohio Red Winter Wheat,
richest in nutritive value.
Milled by a special process,
William Tell goes farther. More

Backache,
Rheumatism.
Kidneys and

—

South l'art-.

A

n.»»
Anronenenillne a nketrh ml iler.-Mptlor. »i
itilekly ascertain our υριι,ι η t'«e whethnr »
invention ι» probably pueioahle. Communu
tlons et not I τ ciiill. :«!. r livl. HANDBOOK on l'ait- iU
«•nt free. olileM airenrr f.,r ««'. uring pmWnt·.
l'ntenta taken tlirout.'h Muim A tc. receitt
noHet, with ml charge. m the

Nothing Better

[Bladder.

York American.

Norway, Maine

of velvet"
"Yes. indeed." replied Miss Cayenne
"It is much more unusual than the
bead of bone In the hut of silk.'*—Washington Star.

beneath Γ
Contradictory.
"Monsieur," said the other when the
"That big. fat slob is the black sheep
A man entirely wrapped op in himaelf emperor bad finished, "surely much
of the family. Is be not?"
carries a amall package.
thinking on these things baa made you
"Yep. He's the family skeleton.'-*
If a better cough ayrnp than Foley'· mad."
Houston Poet
and
arose
the
name
asked
be
could
Tar
and
Napoleon
Compound
Honey
Tree Leaf Markings.
found, we would carry It. We know this of the man with whom be bad been
Expert botanists have found that the
reliable and dependable medloine baa talking, then walked away.
of trees can be told by the leaf
given satisfaction for more than forty
Hie next day a young officer receiv- ige
years; therefore we never offer a substi- ed a valuable official appointment and marking»—the older a tree the smaller
Reoommended
tute for tbe genuine.
tod more numerous Its,leaf cells.
for oongha, oolda, croup, whooping an old man a pension. Bat neither enfor
bis
fortune
the
long,
good
cougb, bronchial and 1 agrippe ooughs. Joyed
One thorn of experience Is worth a
No opiate·. A. B. Shurtleff Co., South disturber of Europe's peace was soon
whole
wilderness of warning.-LowelL
Parla.
Pari·. Andrew· ά Jobnaon,
tnwfem* » DM lalultf H» fill— I

Maine.

South Paris,

Uox N'u. 391.

away."—London Chronicle.

To Be Expected.
been
reading Shakespeare.
Hadn't poor Hamlet a dog'e life?"
"Well, wasn't he u Great Dane?"—
Baltimore American.

ra e

'<
Just uff the μ rues—a new, unusual book- .ia«
new fact» un ralMoK
k·
It'-» free—an I everyone, « !
RK(orWM) blr-lti. nee·!» 1 ·..
w
·»·
Mon, bretfil*, feeling, etc., a »o the η
regulating hover just ilevlM··!. Save ui iney—a
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incubators
buy you'
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Writ·'
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for till* new, free book to<la —a ρο-tal will tlobut write.
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The list of things which "they" are
unable to do might be Indefinitely extended, and it seems a thing Incredible
that the author of the above verse
should have written so beautiful and
moving α hymn as "There is a green

"I've

ce

big chapter» of braml

575 in the "Ancient and Modern" collection. Here Is the fourth stanza:
They do not hear when the great bell
Is ringing overhead;
They cannot rise and come to church
With us. for they are dead.

Register.

ο

"INSIDE" FACTS ON POULTRY KEEPING.

Why They Don't Hear.
Perhaps the limit of hymnic fatuity
was reached by the writer of hymn

Mr*. Green Well Named.
Mrs. Gray—The window In my hall
has stained glass In it. Mrs. GreenToo bad! Can't you find anything that
will take the stains out?—New Haven

I

tale· the lurer
L
Vou ha»e
talaiy.
Ik, DO tnotiey I tttf M
ato<k. Be four own (<-■ if
Big chance. SenJ lor par pi .r'. II
J
Gat*TAri«»rici Pacific It»C
ct. P. Bo* 2VT·, Ntw Yon* City

LUMBER OF ALL KINDS

machine coins made north of the channel.—Argonaut

Tha Gentle Exterior.
"What I admire." snid the statesman, "is the hand of iron in the glove

rot r
the la

Red Cedar and Spruce Clapboards, New Brunswick Cedar
Shingles. North Carolina Pine,
and
Sheathing.
flooringParoid Roofing. Wall Board.
Apple Barrel Heads, and

of Elizabeth. After several trials und
abandonments the mill and press were
established permanently under Charles
II., whose golden gulneus. struck lu
1002, were the first regulur Issues of

hill far

#;

MANUFACTURER OF AND DEAI.liK IN

years.

$1.50 each. We will guarantee these to give satisfactory service or refund your money.
Whenever you need an\thing in Rubber Goods
Our goods are freshly made and we
come to us.

Old Time Coining.
In the flfteentb century η skilled coin
er, of whom there wore but few. might
be able to turu out by hand fifty or
sixty coins α day. η result totally inadequate to cope with the vast quan
tlty of treasure, chiefly silver, that

nece»-

ttrf.

L. S. BILLINGS

$2.50

Also the American Beauty, Monogram, Moneyback, Roxbury and other Hot Water Bottles, 50c. to

No power can attack another

A*ê.

Pr

MODEL INCUBATOR CO.. Buffalo. Ν. V.

rexall

or

men

ag'nti to tell Codée, Te»,
Powder, Splcet

'-]

WARM

BED

tons

lock.

ai

Baking
Fittictjtind tpecitl

KEEP YOUR

"And bow are these starving armies
to batter down such fortifications as
will be constructed a hundred years

also house

men,

«ο
iirae

to «cl

Grocrtlet, In tmill dtlet
and >wnt throughout
the t'lltrd St: let. Γ"

SOUTH PARIS,

cerned.

Lnunuous

v>nt hooeat, capable
WIwith
(riling ability.

book your order and

you when the car arrives.

notify

will

us to

telephone

N. DAYTON BOLSTER CO.

ed Germany marches ou l'aris. It will
Let Russia attempt to
be the sc^io.
The more men she
capture Berlin.
has with whom to do it the worse oll'sbe will be, so far as feeding and providing them with ammunition are con-

rrom now /

or

place:

JAMES S. WRIGHT.

48tf

eipetletue

a

French artny attempts to seize, as
Bonaparte luis done, Vienna. He will
reach it with a starving army und
short of ammunition. Suppose a unit-

the Hewett

and lot at West Paris, known
as the Dudley stand.

your supply and save us the expense of hauling
and storage, we will make you a special low cash
price. Or a responsible party may have credit

be moved
gruut in this ease they enu
within a reasonable time. But do you
not know, monsieur, that an army
A million of men
moves on its belly?

now.

Cottage house and lot
Park Street, South Paris
Village ; house and lot. with
extra building lots, on Main
Street. South Paris, knowi as

made by the largest independent Fertilizer Co. in
the United States and are always satisfactory.
If you will come to the car on its arrival to get

hundrçd

And,
with him such weight?
granting he could do It in a time of
Ills enepeace, how would he do it with
my destroying the roads and bridges
before him?
"The point d'appui will be then, as

ce /s

next m;.

Norway, Maine.

««tf

This is the Coe-Mortimer Brand,

Due this week,

"You mean armies will be moved InWell, grant that
stead of moving.
there are Inventions that will carry
thnusunds of them and at a speed of
miles lu a single day. I
a

carry

by

one

on

It may develop."

"Two million men to huve two meals
day. 'rfie food must be transported
And the amor the men will starve.
It weighs—It will weigh
munition!
LIow will a general
tons upon tons.
be able to follow up an enemy and

perfectly

fifteen

WM. C. LEAVITT CO.,

"To move such armies," Napoleon
continued. Ignoring the speaker, "will

be a herculean task. There will not
be roads enough for their advance."
"You forget the new power of steam.

Get

with size.

Have

We

are

safe.

FARMERS!

"I,thought, monsieur, you usked me to
give you the military future. You seem
quicker in this than I. I defer to you."

to

Going On

Begining Feb. ist we shall sell the
, ollowing goods at lees than cost unit they are closed out ; Here's your
hance to get a rare bargain : Odd
izes in heavy woolei, pants, quite a
1 ine of men's and boys' sweaters,
>ontiacs, beacon jackets and vests,
iheep-lined coats and heavy under*
vear.
Some breakfast cereals ; some
tails that have become rusty but are
rood as new at about one-third regilar prices ; some overshoes arm
noccasins and a number of other
irticles at great bargains to close
1 hem out.

The Winter Stock of Clothing of our two
stores to be closed out at greatly reduced

ed

Europe will have

REDUCTION
SALE
Now

To Be Sold Cheap

lUzed world will contrive. This period
of wttrfure that Bonaparte seems bent ;
least for
upon continuing will end—at
a

irxCJCiAT

WINTER CLOTHING

j

of War

·{·

—-BLUE STORES-—il

hundred years or mor· from now !
1 rar*Adescendant·
will bo much changed.

V handsomely lllnatrated weekly.
'■illation of any eelentlHi· Journal.
all
var: four roontb». IU PJl<

New D.York
& Co.361»'"^
4UNN
(Λ Κ ft, Wavhlnkt
I)ranch
Bankrupt'»

η

Will

be

at

hie

Ridloo'n grocery,
tô'li.and the last
ng month.

room*

over

Hours 10:30 A. m. to 0 p. m.

move

ASSETS

nefwaudheadache, thohvmptoamoi,
INDIGESTION take nature's remedy
It quirhly clears
the sybUin by its

SEVEN;
BARKS
1

$ 12,300 00

Balance*

10,40167
1,514 92

Hock* and Kond*
L'anh In Office ami Bank
Interest and Kent·

Qatu.al tonic action on the bowels, and restores
vigor to a weary

aUuiaeh,

DKC. SI, 1914.

MortfriffC Loan*

Groea a*«ct·...
Deduct Item» not a'lmlttcl

Unearned Premium»

111 other Liabilities
taiplaa over all Liabilities

J

Cotai LlablUUea And Surplus

à

?

t*

iv'herefore

2Η.ΗΛ2 <4
10,232 04

Order of Notice Thereon.
>i*trtct or Mainic, »».
thla
On
6th day of Feb A. D. 1915, on reading
lie foregoing petition, It la
Ordered by tbe Court, that a hearlne I* ha
A P.
pon the aame on tbe 1Mb day of March
VIA, before aald Court at Portland, In *aM DUn
that
rlct, at 10 o'clock In the forenoon: ami
ice thereof be pabllahed In the Oxford He moI
an
DUtrlct,
rat, a newspaper printed In aald
In
and other
•ιat all known

creditor»,

person»

itereat, may appear at the aald time and place·
nd abow cauae, If any ther have, why the
ahould not be /rrante I.
raver of aald
And It la further onlered by tbe Court, That
le Clerk ihall aend by mall to all known credad
ere copiée of aald petition and thla order,
reaaed to them at tnelr place» of realdencc a»

petitioner

...$248,301 07
10,906 78

$234,394 29
LIABILITIES DEC.31,1914.
<>t Unpaid Lo«»«»...
I ft.sei 40

the blood and eradicates Uric Acid.
'Price BO cents a lx/*.lo Lt all
druggists or from tho proprietor,
Lyman Brow. 68 Murray Sj^Pkr;York CUy.

«'··"
of Rumforl,
State of Maine. 1"

he pray», That he may be deer**·!
from an
iy the Court to have a full dlacharpe
lebta provable agalnat hit estate un ler »al··
ankruuU'.v Acta, except such debt» a» arv ci
epted by lav from auch discharge.
bated thla 27th day of Jan.. A. l>. 1915.
IRVING S. THOMPSON, Hankrupt

Admitted aoeta

Claurs

Bankruptcy

Dlatrict, respectfully repreaent* thai on fi
'lay of April l*»t past, he <m> duly ■
w
tankrupt under the Arte of Contres* relating all
iankruptcy; that be baa duly nurren>lere·!ful'.v
has
an.I
its property ami rljrht* of property,
omplled with all tbe requirement·» of »ι»ΙΊ Art*
nd of the orders of Court touching bl» ban·»

PUUfleld, Mm·.

distreK-:, re-

tiio cause of lassitudo, dr >wsi-

:

at'l
Mh

Berkshire Mutual Fire
Insurance Company.

^^EA^ANYTHIN^ANYTIME!
I Believe that after-dinner

ft

IHVlNtiS.THOMPSON,
Bankrupt. )

of Matne

Flour

Norway, Friday, Feb
Friday of each follow-

Discharge.

)
S In

fRVIN'US. THOMPSON,
L County of Oxford. ami

William Tell

C. F.

Petition for

the matter of

(.

Pu the Hon. Ci.akkmck Haw.. .Iu Ik·· »f the
trlct Court of the United States for the HUtrt·

(26)

OCULIST

'■>

OBliv.

loaves to the sack in addition to
wonderful bread making qualities.

DR. AUSTIN TENNEY;

I ar*e»t elf
Ternjf. »-J «

newadeaierj

Wltneaa the Hon. Clabkmcx Hal*, Judif
f the *ald Court, and tbe aeal thereof, at Port
mil, In aald Dlatrict, on the eth day of
D. 1915.
JAMES B. HEWET, Clerk.
ÎL. ·.]
A true copy of petition and order thereon,
..$234,394 Hi. { β
JAMJC8 R. HEWEY, CtarkA teat
IV "24 07 1
7 147 44
85,«01 Sw
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